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I refuse to write the usual. THIS year-in-review has to be real. No diche\. No ~ No being nostm- . 
gic lor nostalgia~ scike. Aller al, we en talking about Howard UMasilr • IY BIA.CK . 
on a s- :riously 111 tal p-breakiiglheyecrtbwfromlhepmeibial 
Am~ . 
Regish al ion, the one scary entity that can break the mightiest Howarclte, improved immensely {berleVe ~ or not, I was , 
I 
· adually regista'ed before mid·tenns), and bcfot'e Franklyn J. barely clscit1w:d which keys Vient whele in his new milrt0n- · 
dollar home (but that's another story), he was ''en&ghtenecl'' by students that~ they didn't rec~ campu.s housing, he could 
more-or-less consider his place the new Howard Inn. 
Worse yet! many conservative folks and maybe even some &beralt-were scared as hel ( S i sf . ..__.. ... 
~~ S W • ) that the new HUSA ofticers;'OU remember, the ones that were on "Afrim~ 'P sooo harcl?"-
wou~ neglect campus problems and take us by F.O.R.C. , screaming and fighting back to 1otlier Africa. Wei no~ ~ ~ .. 
wasn't so bad, was ~? WhHe Frank was pruning the tree (vlell, it's n10te or less a shrub now), HUSA was constructing SOllle 
financial renovations, overcoming the prior admirdstration\ leftover defic~. Alas, . an was well. 
K )'Q didn't notice, in the land of arts and ente1tainnK11t, Africe11·Americans (or is~ ''Blacks''? I'm not really sure yet, 
but, again, that's another story.) were by aD 111eans kickin' ~. Uving Colour finally, undeniably proved to~ world that their 
sound was fit for all genres of music, ~nd although 
Cosbyl ra6ngs went down, Rudy Huxtable grew up. l>Nayne Wayne proposed to Whitley (you knew ~ would happen), 
Nino Brown (aka Wes'tey Snipes) verified definite distinctions between what was busi11ess and what was personal (via the 
uzi}, living iust enough for the dope and dead presidents typical of the New Jack City, and Robert Townsend made us want 
to rediscover Motown in The rwe Hearlbeals. ' ,. 
Sex You Up by Color Me Badd and Tom's Diner by DNA were basically the baddest (and I do rtleC1n good) but most 
overplayed (and I mean I heard ~ too damn much) singles of the year. And what about· that Keith Washington? In addition 
to being one of the PRETTIEST pretty boys I've MR seen, his new sngle Kissing You is rising. Ultimate pick hit: a 6e be-
tween the New Jack City Soundhadc and Loose Ends' Look How tong. 
Getting back to ' , the • • ' Gt( can.,,, 
went, and was virtally forgotten. life went on. nie Hilltop went from front page ~scams (sony Kasim) to a new 
•It> 
Images fashion layout(~ you didn't understand its purpose, it's cool neillK:r aid the staff). 1he shuttle buses wel'e s611 off 
schedule-IF they ever came at all, and because of repeated bomb lhreats, the School of Business had a new testilg site: 
Greene Stadium. · 
It seemed that the only to be replaced with the issue of who1 too 
bourgeoise vs who'; more Af1 ican!personal~ I think a "who gives a damn" issue should've 
~i~~ . 
This is Howard Univ.-sity and a piece of the surrounding world as I 50)¥ it. And in I still don't com· 
pletely understand~. To me,~ remains a clique within itseff, but arversely filled with all types of unique black i · o-
gies. Pemaps 11 never understand. Maybe it's not to be understood; in any case, _ 
BY KAREN GOOD HlllTO REPORTE OF YEAR 
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'l_hi~ is Howa1d Univeisity. 
~ 
It retnains a clique ""1thin 
itsel~ but dive•sly :filled 
""1ithall UNIQUE 
types of Black Ideologies·. 
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COVElt l'HOTO MAO( l'OSS18lE 8Y 
JAMii A. DAVIS 
ADVlllTlllNQ AND DlllQN 
Over the school year, The Hilltop 
has attenipted to report news of 
interest, not only to f!ie Howard 
faniily, but the nation and the 
world as well A~ as this year 
conies to an end, we woUld like to 
reflect on whatuus an exciting 
and eventft1l year at 7he Mecca~ 
• 
• 
, 
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DWA YNE S HAW .. 
Howard Universily's ca1111>us 
has . . 
Ill 
Aas;1 bu1 11ins;1s to !&>rinc1 Picnics 
.. " . . 
• 
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And th1'• "KJh it all, it's rc1rely 
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In 1989, a massive protest changed the 
face of the campus as students mobilized to 
demand overdue changes at the university. 
In 1990-91, all it took was a report to stir the 
• 
masses agam. 
It soon became known as the iilfamom 
"Commission Report" across campus. A 
simple document with possibly trem~dous 
• 
HOY/ARD 2000 
· PrlnOlple Recommendations 
•Raise admissions standards. develop Howard University Index, and require each school or 
college to show annual improvement in the average "score .. for its entering class. <' 
eClose the School of Human Ecology, transfer existing programs to other schools and 
colleges, and eliminate core courses 1n Human Ecology. 
. ' 
•Eliminate undergraduate major in teacher education; and develop one-year mast~rs degree 
program in Education for liberal arts graduates and program of essential skills necessary for 
teacher certification in most states. 
•Eliminate the Department of Geology and Geography. 
eEliminate the undergraduate program leading to the Bachelor of Social Work degree.'-
, 
•Eliminate the BS degree program and the Ph.D . program 1n Pharmacy. 
, . 
e Eliminatethe graduate programs in Adult Education, Education Technology. and Student 
Personnel in Higher Education. 
• Eliminate the Physician Assistant program in the College of All ed Health Sciences. 
e Ehminate the major in Astrophysics in the College of Liberal Arts . 
• Eliminate the graduate concentration 1n Art Education. 
• Consolidate the Departments of Botany1M1crob1ology and Zoology into a single Department 
of Biology 
• Restructure graduate education, determine which graduate programs should be maintained, 
downsized. merged, or eliminated, and concentrate on having fewer graduate disciplines and 
fewer specializations within departments. 
• Restructure the College of Liberal Arts into a new College of Arts and Sciences. 
• Evaluate per1orrnan._e of the School of dont1nu1ng Education relative to its ten-year strategy 
• Evaluate effectiveness of academic support services. 
• Develop uniform crrteria (including external peer reviews) for evaluating faculty being 
considered for appointment, promotion. ano tenure . 
• Create two university centers for international aft airs and for urban affairs. 
. . ~ 
• Establish tAree new institutes-Entrepreneurial Studies in the School of Business, Islamic 
Studies 1n the School of Div1nrty. and Health Policy Research in the D1v1sion of Health Affairs 
e lnstrtute planning for two new classroom and research buildings. 
• Create new governance structure for involving f acuity in advisory and consultative role to 
adm1nistrat1on and Board of Trustees. 
• • 
• • 
• 
repercussions on the future of Howard Uni-
versity. 
It began in late November. At the re-
quest of President Franklyn G. Jenifei; an 
independent panel issued a report which 
analyzed the university's academic pro-
grams and research in order to make recom-
mendations to prepare the university for the 
21st Century. 
Unfortunately, that couldn't be done 
without ruffling a few feathers. Jenifer 
promised to "prune the tree" wl1en 11e '",as 
named president of the university, and h e 
• 
was hue to llis word. 
" HoV\·ard is" dealing \vitl1 proble111S all 
universities 1-1a"ye but fe\v deal Witl1," Jerufer 
said. "V\1e're eliminating our ""reaknesses 
and in1p1uving our strengtl1." . . 
The conunission repo1t i11ade ne\\.75 
nation\vide. It ,,,as hailed as one of tl1e fe\v 
instar1ces \\'l1ere a teaclling institution st1cl1 
as HO\\:ard l1ad done an extc115ive interr1al 1 
eN:l11m1ation to ,,,eed out p1uble111S. 
Tl1e repo1t analyzed tl1e wu\ ersity's 
acade11uc prograrns and researcl1 i11 order to 
i11ak.e reco11LI11e11dations \'\·l-Ucl1 \\1ould al-
lo\ \' t11e WU\ ·t.rsit} to better 111eet tl1e 11eL~ti-., 
of tl1e black. cor1u11unity. 
The i-eco11m1endations \\1ere gi\.ren to 
Jenifer ru1d tl1e Board of T1ustees for eval t1a-
tion. An1ong tl1e primary p1uposals were 
tl1e dosing or consolidation of five schools 
and colleges; the elimination of academic 
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programs and a required minimum score of 
1000 on the SAT exam for incoming fresh-
men. 
After much debate from students and 
faculty, Jenifer fo11nulated his own recom-
mendations concerrtlng the commission 
report. In an an1bitioils report entitled 
"Howard 2000" Jenifer proposed sweeping 
changes at the university which used some 
of the proposals in the commission report, 
while others were modified or dropped all 
together. ~-- ~ 
The main proposals included the for-
mation of a Howard University Index which 
would take the place of a minimum SAT 
score; the closing of the Schoo] of Human 
Ecology, the elimination of rmdegraduate 
programs in the School of Social Work and 
the fo1111ation of three new ii1stitutes, includ-
ing one for entrepreneurial studies in the 
School of Bt1siness. 
"My proposals were broad, but less 
than what was in' the commission report," 
Jenifer said. "By these actions, Howard is 
making a choice between quantity and qual-
'ty." . 1 . 
• 
The closing of the SchCX>l·of Human 
Ecology was one of the decisions which 
went over the hardest. Students in. the school 
rallied in protest. A group 0f Human Ecol-
. r 
~ -· ··~· 
I 
KEVIN LEE 
ogy students pre-
sented a response 
which did tex> 
little too late. 
"Weare 
losing the philo-
sophical base of 
Human Ecology, 
said Carole 
Coleman, presi-
dent of the Hu-
man Ecology 
· Student Council 
Other stu-
dents in the school 
also disagreed 
with its closing. 
"Inmy 
opinion, he's try-
ing to pick on what he perceives to be the 
weaker school," said Jamal Bryant, sopho-
more cla.$ representative of the Human Ecol-
ogy Student Council 
Students in the School of Human Ecol-
ogy were not the only ones with grievances. 
Students in the School of Social Work also 
aired complaints about the elimination of .the 
unde1graduate social wprk program in the 
schex>l 
Gayle Parker, one of the nine students 
who will receive a Bachelor's of Social Work 
degree Saturday, said, "It wasn't such a good 
move. 
11 As a matter of fuct, I think it's sad. With 
drugs, stress and aime, social workers are 
well needed," Parker said. "The administra-
tion and students take social work for 
granted, and the social work profession 
doesn't get the respect it deseives." 
Another purpose of" pruning the uni-
versity'' was to gear Howard toward being a 
more research-oriented institution by the year , 
2<XXJ. As a research institute, Howard would 
focus on pnxiud.ng stud~ts who could com-
pete on.the cutting edge of technological, . 
economical and political fronts. It's a move 
that Jenifer said was long in coming. 
Staff reporters Rcclrelle Tillenj, George Daniels, 
• 
Regina Mack and Joharzna Wilso11 an1tnvu ted to this story. 
• 
. 
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Although the new Howard University 
Stud~nt Association administration was se-
lected approximately two months ago, the end 
of the year brings about t~e evaluation of the 
previous administration under President 
April Silver and Vice President Ras Barak a. 
APRJL SILVER BECAME WIDELY·KNOVJN FOR IEADING TiiE SlUDENT PROTEST IN 1989. FILE PHOT O 
"W e did not accomplish every single, 
solitary thing, but I think we did very well 
and accomplished a lot Of what \Ve wanted to 
do," said Silver. 
She listed among the completed HUSA 
projects: the security patrot the Hip-hop 
Conference; the economic base for their entre-
pr.eneurship department-selling of black 
college paraphernalia; the A wake lecture 
series, hosted by Era.ka Rouzorondu, and oo.m -
m unity day with Chicago-based educator, Dr. 
Jawani.a Kunjufu-a socialoom mentator on the 
black oommunity,and author of The Con-
spiracy to Destroy Black Boys. 
"We did have a lot of educational pro-
grams," she added. 
"I was satisfied, but I know there's a lot 
more to be done. We did what we could do 
THE 0 HiLLTOP 
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with the limited resources that we had," said 
Barak a. 
" We organized our events around the 
platform we presented in the beginning:· he 
added. "A lot needs to be finished, but that's 
up the next administration," he added. 
Ceasar Howell. a senior chemistry major 
felt that HUSA was "more visible" during the 
first semester. "The effort was there, but I 
really didn't feel any value in their promises. 
I didn't see them as much the second semes- .. 
ter, but I do remember the hip-hop confer-
ence." 
Kelvin Dickerson, a junior public rela-
tions major remarked, "I feel as far as Ras and 
April go, they fulfilled some of their promises. 
However, I don't think they included the 
whole student body. Some students felt left 
t " .. OU . 
He added, "As far as their Afro-centric 
educational programs go they did an excellent 
job. Someone needs to pick that ball up and 
keep it rolling." 
Although other members of the Howard 
community believe the Silver-Baraka adminis-
tPUtion fulfilled some of its tasks, Angela 
Hughes, a sophomore business major, dis-
11When they got in, I expected so me kind 
of dramatic change, but I didn't see it," she 
said. 11For people who based their campaign on 
changing things, I didn't see where they did 
anything different.than the previous adminis-
• ,, ;.l 
trat1on. 
Accoraing to Baraka, everything could 
not be done over the course of just one school 
year. · 
• 
OWA YNE SHAW 
RAS U..ritJCA, SON OF POET: ACTMST AMIRI BARAKA, SERVED AS VICE·PRESIDENT OF HUSA. 
.. 
• 
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If one thing can be said about Howard 
University's 14th president, Dr. Franklyn 
Jenifer, it's that he did not take the job as 
p1esident to make friends. If he does along 
the way, that's fine - but after his first full 
year at Howan:L it has been obvious that 
\ 
being well-liked is not too important to.him. 
"fm here to take Howard into the 21st 
century, not to make friends," Jenifer said. 
Jenifer has hit the yard running - making 
dramatic changes along the way.· He admits 
• 
-
that maybe he is setting tex> high standards 
for the university. But "that's tough/' he said. 
• 
"I may be t(X) proud of Howard but I want 
us to be diffeiei1t," he said 
1bis pride has many people associated 
with Howard wondering if "The Mecca' will 
be le in the a few years. 
One student said President Jenifer 
would make a great dentist ''You know 
what president's alx>ut to do will hurt but 
you believe in him and hope everything will 
be alright," she said 
1bis yea~ for the most part, Jenifer stuck 
to the promises he made to students at the 
end of last school year: "I told students that 
the financial aid and registration process 
would be better this 
year than it had ever 
been before. I think I 
kept my promise," 
said Jenifer. 
President Jenifer 
has become known 
as a man of action. 
The Commission 
Report he initiated 
received national 
attention as one of 
the first instances of a 
university openly 
aiticizing itself 
Students will 
now wait to sec if 
those actions will be 
succes.sful. 
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Local Crime Spills 
onto Haward' s Ca.mpus 
In a matter of seronds it was over. The aftennath; 
howevei; left the Howard Unive1sitycommunity in a 
daze. ooage Gty had expanded its toarders to engulf 
Howard University in a pool of aimeand violence. Two 
lay injured as a result of gunshot,wounds while two oth-
ers fled into the night 
Though no Howard University students were in_.. 
HRI T PHER NTI 
ASST. CAMPUS EDITOR 
jured in the shooting incident on January 19, 1991 in front 
of the Howard Plaza Towers, notice had been seived that 
even the Mecca of African-American education was not 
• 
safe from the wave of crime and violence familiar to other 
areas of the Nation's Capital. On that night, the Howard 
University community would be inducted into an otder 
that includes many of the city's communities. 
Less than a month after the shooting, there would 
be anothei; in addition to several thefts and a series of 
armed robberies and assaults. One female student was 
assaulted as she left the shower of her do111litory, while 
others were robbed at gunpoint for their money and the 
clothes on their backs as1hey walked across the campus. 
William Bro~ a Howard student and present 
coordinator of the Crime Watch Program for the H oward 
University Security Division, has atte1npted to devise a 
crime program that embodies the adage that an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure. 
The program incorporates existing university secu-
rity efforts, student who escort other students across cam-
pus and a 24-hour Crime Watch telephone line hoping to 
"aeate a unified and coordinated crime prevention ef-
fort," armrding to Brown. 
• 
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As the crime rate in the District contin-
ues to grow in.recotd propottions, Howard 
Security has been forced to instituted sev-
eral measures which they hope will keep 
much of the violence off the main yard. 
Drug Free Z.Ones, Student Escort Ser-
vices, and 24-Hour Hotlines were all put 
into effect the past year in hopes of making 
the campus safer for students. 
Sgt. Harold Lacy, of Howarl:l .. 
University's Investigations Division said he 
believes the measures have worked for the 
most part and that overall there was a drop 
in the amount of violence on campus this 
year. 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Lacy also commended his officeis for 
what he believed was a very gocxl job on 
their part the past year. 
"I think we've done an excellent job · 
· based on the neighbomcxxi and the re-
sources that we've had to work with," he 
said. 
"Campus police and students have to 
work togeth~"Lacy said. "We're not asking 
stu~ents to be police. That's what we get 
paid for. But we can't be everywhere at all 
times," he said 
Lacy hopes that the crime solvers line 
will help alleviate some of the problems on 
campus and help security solve more aimes 
overall. 
-
• 
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Haward Hospital Scrambles to Get Out of Red 
• 
' 
t 
. 
Howard Univeisity Hospital, which 
has been suffering from serious financial 
problems since its $16 million dollar budget 
shortage over a year ago, may break even by 
June 30, the end of its µseal yeai; said Ronald 
Jones, chief financial officer. 
By March 31, the hospital had lost $3.8 
million, but by June 30, that sum may be 
made up, said Jones. The gcxxi news comes 
long awaited after HUH feared it would 
lose $25 million by the end of this fiscal year. 
Howard University Hospital has bet-
ter controlled the costs of supplies, salaries, 
malpractice expense, and contract nUl"SeS. In 
1990, HUH spent $8 million on contract 
nurses, this year it spent less than $2 million, 
• 
said Jones. 
Howard University Hospital was 
. KEN RAl'...a 
HOWARD HOSPITAL ACCEPTS MANY PATIENTS WHO HAVE BEEN SHOT OR STABBED, 
~ ~ . 
losing$1 million a month due to excess 
staffing, Jones explained. The staffing mea-
sure used by many Hospitals is F l'E' s (full 
time employees) per occupied bed. Hospi-
tals similar to HUH function at 5.3 Fl'E's per 
occupied bed. Howard University HospitaL 
howev~ was functioning at 63 Fl'E's per 
occupied bed. In order to combat the p:rol>-
lem, 300 employees had to be laid off last 
summer. 
A work furlough also had to be put 
into effect from Febniary 1990 until JW1e 
1990. All workers, from the executive direc-
tor down, were required to take 7 days off 
without pay during that time period. nus 
saved the Hospital $8 million in salaries and 
benefit costs, said Jones. 
One of the problems HUH has had to 
contend with is the large number of 
uninsured patients it cares for evety year. 
In 1989, Howard University Hospital 
dispensed $35 million in uncompensated 
care, and only absorbed $19 million. The 
rest of the money was lost 
nus ye~ the hospital is trying to re-
duce the number of uninsured patients it 
cares for by char1ging its triage system in the 
emergency room, said Jones. Patients are 
screened when they anive at the et11eigency 
room, and according to the nature of their 
illness, they are either treated at HUH or 
sent to a government-funded health care 
' 
facility in the area 
"Ten years ago, there were 70 minor-
ity-owned hospitals in the Uruted States. , 
Now there are less than 10, with Howard 
being the largest. This is because there are 
not enough paying patients to support these 
institutions," said Jones. 
TH_E 0 HILLTOP \ • 
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Since its founding in 1867, Howard 
University has been a predominantly black 
institution of higher learning. But, despite 
tradition, some students were concerned 
over the year about the alleged increase of 
Caucasians on the campus. 
"It's a mistake on the university's part 
to enroll any more white students or hire any 
more white faculty members. It's one of 
those cases where you give somebody an 
inch and they take a mile," said junior Public 
Relations major Steffanie Carr. 
As cited in the Sept. 21 issue of The 
Hilltop, African-American studies major 
Faydra Fields knows the reality of the inte-
gration of white students on predominantly 
' black campuses . 
• 
"They (Kentucky State) brought in 
more white faculty, white administrators, 
white students, and soon the school was 
predominantly white," Fields said. / 
In spite of statements such as these, 
some students do not fear Howard will tum 
into a white institution 
"The students would not.Jet that hap-
pen. We will not tolerate that. 1hat' s why · 
many of us come to 'The Mecca' ~o receive 
a black education," said freshinan Pqlitical 
. . 
Science major I jsa Blevins. "We did·not 
come here to receive a white education, we 
could do that elsewhere." 
According to Llnda Sanders-Hawkins, 
the coerdinator for on~pus visitation for 
the office of student recruitment, there are 
approximately 98 white students enrolled 
Out of this nwnber, only 48 are eruolled as 
• 
S1UDEN1'S REACIED TO 1HE PRESENa OF WI LIE S1UDEN1'S M HOWARD. 
• undergraduat~. Most are coming through 
pre-ptofessional programs. 
Howard Univetsity President 
Franklyn G. Jenifer did not believe students 
should be wonied about white integration . 
'!~ Howard and feels the need to presetve 
the African heritage at Howard. 
"I don't think that's an issue. We may 
get 10 ~hite students each year. .. maybe 20. I 
donot consider these students a threat," 
Jenifer said. "The numbers are too small." 
. Regina M Mack cpntributed to tl1is reµJrt. 
• • 
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Howard University ~tnessed an 
upsurge of student activism this year in 
response to the Persian Gulf War. Students 
organized, mobilized, rallie4 educated, 
marched, and even burned an American 
flag in protest against the war. ., 
Anti-war activities began on the cam-
pus last fall with a series of rallies on the 
Yard. The speakers at the rallies pointed out 
the contradictions of a U.S. foreign policy . 
which is willing to send hundreds of thou-
sands of troops to fight and die to free Iraq, 
but yet has been reluctant to fullyenforce 
economic sanctions against the apartheid 
regime in South Africa. Although South 
Africa illegally cx:cupied Namibia for de-
cades, the U.S. and the rest of the Weste11 i 
powers never took serious action against it. 
The role of black troops in the U.S. 
• 
military was one of the central ti;z of the 
rallies. Students asked how Am could 
expect young black women and men to 
fight for it all aaoss the world, but yet refuse 
to provide them with equality when they 
returned home. President Bush's veto of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1990 was frequently cited 
-
logue on the ~ues involved. Activists from 
the 19f:JJ' s gave the insight of years of experi- -
ence in political movements to help prevent 
history from repeating itself in a negative 
way. 
Many students worried about their 
friends and relatives who had signed up for 
military service only for economic reasons 
and not out of any drive to "fight for their 
rountry." But now these same loved ones -
found themselves in the middle of the Ara-
bian desert on the eve of a major military 
confrontation. 
With hundreds of students in atten-
dance and speakers from a aoss-section of 
student organizations~ including the 
Howard University Student Asscx:iation 
{HUSA), the rallies demonstrated that a 
large percentage of the student oody op-
posed President Bush's moves toward war 
in the Gulf. While the nation moved closer 
and closer to war as the semester drew to an 
• 
tin Gulf 
• 
end, the movement grew in both size and .. 
intensity. 
January 15 marked both the deadline 
set by the U.N. S~ty Council for the 
withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and 
the birthdate of Di: Martin Luther King Jr., 
America's greatest voice of peace and equal-
ity. Howard students were outraged at this 
fundamental contradiction and 2(XX) of 
as a prime example of the administration's them marched to the White House rather 
lack of interest in the very people they were than attend school that day to voice their 
sending in heavily disproportionate num- opposition. A smaller contingent continued 
·bers to fight for them. on to the Vietnam Memorial to remind 
Several teach-ins were also held on the themselves and the nation of the true hu-
campus during this period. They man costs of wai: 
seived as opportuniti~ for students to en- Although this was one of the largest 
gage in a deeper level of educatio~ and dia- political actions taken by Howaitl students 
THE - ~ILLTOP 
, in rerent times, and it oa::una:l within the 
context of mass protest in D.C. and across the 
, nation against the loomingw~ Bush contin-
ued down the path toward~ seemingly 
-
• 
tion Action Moven1ent (SLAM) engaged in 
acts of guei1illa theater to keep the war at 
the forefront of$udents' minds and to pres.5 
the Univeisity to take a stand, something it 
•' ' ! ' - - .I - .. 
/ 
. , 
ACIMST DICK GREGORY LED BLACK SNDENTS FROM HOY/ARD AN> on ER SCHOOLS t4 A WAI PROIEST ~ 1HE WHm HOUSE. 
without a thought for the tho11sands of pro-
testors .thronging in his front yard around 
the clock. On Jan. 16, the nation was at war. 
Now that the war had begun, the stu- . 
dents were forced to tum to more radical 
methods of anti-war action in an attempt to 
bring the coilflict to an end. Many recog-
nized that the war would not be stopped by 
peaceful appeals to the powers-that-be, but it 
would only end as a result of militant, mass 
- l- action in the streets and on the campuses of 
. the nation. 
A group known C1$ the Student I .iliera-
) 
-- -
___ ,;-_____ _ 
never did. They placed tombstones 
and body bags with anti-war messages on 
them around the campus, held a death 
march which ended at Dr. Jeni.fer' s office 
with a demand for action, and took over 
part of Douglas Hall for an all-day, anti-war 
teach.Jn. • 
Black Nia F.O.RC.E. urged students to 
prepare themselves for the worst by buying 
swplus bottled wate~ focxt and gas masks, 
while the Student Call Against the War 
(SCAW) oxganized still more Friday anti-
war rallies on the Yard. At one such rally, an 
unknownw~p~amw~unconn~ed 
THE 0 HILLTOP 
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anti-war 
stu • 
National Student and Youth Campaign 
Against the Wai;. laid out the agenda for the 
future of the anti-war movement, deciding 
upon Feb. 21, the date of Malcolm X's assas-
sination, as a focal point for student activ-
ism. 
The war ended sooner and with fewer 
U.S. casualties than many students ex-
pected Many felt relieved, while otheis 
condemned the U.S.-led coalition for the 
incredible hwnan suffering it had inflicted 
upon the people of Iraq-over 100,000 re-
ported civilian casualties. Some still wonder 
what it was that sets the Kurds apart from 
the Kuwaitis besides their lack of oil. 
The movement which was sparked by 
] the war has not died with it, however. Other 
long-standing issues such as apartheid, 
imperialism, and the oppression of women 
have captured the attention of the organiza-
tions which came together originally to op-
pose the wai;. as w,ell as those already in 
existence before it started. So Howard can 
expect to get used to a heightened level of 
political activity in the foreseeable future. 
II.ACX NA F.O.R.C.E. WAS VERY AC1M DURING H WAI. FILEPl-CTC 
• • 
• 
with SCAW, burned the American flag 
which flew over the campus, as an act of 
protest against the war. 
Howard students a1sO ~dpated in 
some of the city-wide and national anti-war 
activities. Thete wei:e two major marches on 
Washington-oneonJan.19which·drew 
around 100,CXX> people and ~other on Jan. · 
27, which drew 250,CXXl. 
Mei11bers of SLAM attended a na-
I 
I 
tional student anti-war co~ at Sidwell 1' 
Friends High School in upper Northwest 
Washington which drew over 2£XX) students 
from everywhe1e east of the Missis&ppi 
The co~ce, which was organized by the 
. THE e HILLTOP 
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Ivan Bates and Patrice Grant to Serve as 
Presi t and Vice-Pres· to HUSA 
They announ<:ed their candidacy for 
p-resl-..· dent and vice-president of the Howard 
Univeisity Student Association 
The speakouts and campaigning led 
Ivan Bates and Patri<:e Grant to election day 
on February 27. 
According to general assembly elec-
tion committee officials, out of 1,858 votes, 
Bates and Grant were the leadeis in the 
HUSA election with 839 votes. 
Howevei; their quest still was not over. 
The Bates I Grant _?late still had to go against 
against the Garfield Bright/ Darnell Dinkins 
slate, since none of the HUSA slates earned 
the required 51 percent of the total number 
of votes cast to be declared a winner. Bates/ 
Grant received 45 pen::ent, Bright Dinkins, 26 
pen:ent, and Reed!f ames, 24 percent. 
11 [Ihe campaign] was a lot of work and 
I don't think Patric:e and I have caught our 
brea~" said Bates. "We '\Vere very honored 
by the victory because it lets us know that 
Howard University is behind us--that a 
large part of the student body believes in us." 
During their campaign, Bates and 
Grant addressed their concerns about secu-
rity, scholarships based on need, community 
responsibility, in addition to other issues. 
Now, Ivan and Patrice have set their 
1991-92 agenda with those issues in mind. 
The new HUSA administration has met 
three times to discuss plans for their agenda, 
including those alread){ enacted and those 
for the sum.mer and fall. 
''We're trying to ~gthe community 
into Howard, as well as Howard into the com- , 
munity." Grant said 
Programs will include: 
-Howard University Escort Seivice: 
-Scholarships Based On Need 
-The HUSA Update Newsletter 
-Community Responsibility 
-A1M Machine in Blackbum Center 
-Working for Civil Rights: Ronald 
• 
The 1991-92 agenda include$ programs ~ I 
the staff hopes will benefit both the'Howard · ~;;;;;;;;;;;;:=;::~:==~~~~~;;;~=~~ 
family and the community. IYAN BATES~ M1llCE GRANI' WMACI AFIER n. w:TORY • 
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Are you or are you not graduating into a 
recession? Everyone fears it. Let's talk 
about what that really means in tetn\S of 
economic activity. In a great growth ye~ 
the U.S. Gross National Product rises by 
maybe three percent In a recession yea~ 
we' re lex> king at something just shy of no 
growth at all or a GNP drop of as much as a 
, 
might be in the technology areas an · e 
steel industry. 
But even get tetal rules you need to be 
careful of. A big U.S. cannaker may sa~ 
"We're idling a plant for aw~ and we've 
laid off 6,CXX) hourly workers." But becaµse 
of retirements in the management ranks, 
they may not only be hiring, but may be 
1991 ra 
' 
half of one percent. So we' re not talking 
alx:>ut major shutdowns in economic activ-
ity. 
The first thing to do is not to be terri-
fied by the word recession. Second!~ it af-
AllSTATE INSURANCE 
• 
hiring on campus. 
The recession has had more of an im-
pact on who romes to campus to reauit, 
than who's hiring. You may see a greater 
drop in the number of arriving interviewers 
and the number of companies visiting cam-
pus than you will see of companies not hir-
. all """ mg at . 
When starting on that first job chase, it 
has been said, "learn the b11siness from the 
fects some industries and companies much "Big Boys," and then decide which size com-
more than others. One of the special twists pany you want to go to. That's not always 
in a recession is to keep your general busi- good advice, but it's a bit better advice dur-
ness reading up to date, and listen for ing recession. 
themes. Tum on Financial News Networ~ ~or example, look at the banking btlSi-
the business segment of CNN, and listen for ness. In a recession, it may hire a bit less, but 
the messages of those who will be affected it won't go out of the hiring market. lhat 
by recession plus the fact that banks are under earnings 
What do you look for in general busi- pressure. What do you do? There are 
ness reading? First of all ,you look for lay- plenty of places in New York City where 
offs, and signs of contraction The general they're laying off. New York City is not a 
rule is, the smaller the business and the oldet good place to look Howev~ commercial 
the industry the more it will be affected by a banking activity may be growing in com-
downtum. A fifty person globe manufac- merdal centers that are growing. I as Vegas, 
turer might only have six professional posi- to cite one such cent~ is booming. Hono-
tions. None of them are going to be for re- lulu is just fine. Los Angeles is OK but not 
cent college grads anyway. On the other as robust as it has been Avoid small towns 
hand, there are some industries that do just , in layoff areas, like New England. 
fine in recession: public utilities, food rom- As you intensify your scans of the 
0 . 
panies, phannaceuticaJs. In this recession, it business trade press, look for the industries 
lex>ks like international trade will be doing not mentioning heavy layoffs, downsizing, 
well. etc. And likewise, look fvr the regions of the 
Companies tliat might scale back a bit coitntry that are not. Target the larger players .. 
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in the substantial industries, industries that 
are not neces.sarily considered" mature." 
And make sure your strategy is not just an 
"on-campus" strategy. Want to launch a 
banking career? Consider relocation: Detroit 
_(yes, I said Detroit) and the First National 
Bank of DeLioit, Wmston-Salem, North Caro-
lina and Bank One in Columbus, Ohio. 
" 
Tou 
I ast semester's internship iS especially 
important now. Say you want to go into 
banking. Your internship was with a finan-
cial seivices company, not a bank. Position 
yourself on pa~ on the phone and in per-
son, as having had job experience that is 
transferable to that banking envirorunent. 
lhat little added notch of experience will 
make a di ffeience. If they' re not hiring 
"none" just hiring'' fewer;" you have to 
stand out just a little bit more. 
A recession doesn't mean the door is 
close~ but it may mean the lock's been 
. ' 
changed You may need a different key to 
get in. '-., 
Say you want to get into the banking 
business. Would you take a job as a six-
dollar-an-hour tellet" in a bank in order to 
become employed? The answer should be 
"yes." Don't stay too long, be willing to do it 
for four to six months, and don't try to get a 
-management job with the same~ be-
.. ca11Se they won't see you in that light. But if 
/ \ 
. being a tellet" is your best way to get in the 
. --, . 
• dOoi; then 40 it 
· I've mentioned relocation more than 
ol)ce. The next logical question is how do 
you krlo~whcie to move to? B11siness-
~ven publlcatip~ ~·Changing Times 
and Money ·. f\1"e constantly sur-
• 
veying the economic climate of oommunities 
~ughout th~ US. Sp take the time to read 
~ ~ 
them. , ~ . 
• . . 
Regional-based articles in publications 
such as B1 isiness Week may be helpful as 
well. Articles with titles like ''Can Texas 
Come Back From the Oil Glut?" can yield 
lots of useful in fonnation. Speaking of 
Texas, from what I've been able to read, the 
. .. 
Lone Star State is in the midst of a major 
rebonnd Houston is not nearly as oil-de-
pendent, and l:>ecause of such diversifica-
tion, the fortunes of Texas are improving. 
Speaking of improving fortunes, now 
that Desert Sto1111 is a memory, our recession 
may not last as long or be as deep as origi-
nally thought. But while it's still heie, re-
member this: almost no doors are closed 
.because of a recession. What happens is the 
"doorway'' nanuws. The opp:>rtunity is 
there. 
The width of the door varies by func-
tion as well Accountants and financial 
types tet id to do better in a downturn than 
in so-called growth times. When things are 
expanding, en1p1oye1s get ierally want sales-
people to work existing markets and mar- ., 
keteis to find new markets. In a down~ 
employers tend to pay more attei ifion to the 
... .. .. bottom line. . . 
nun~ are also a little harder for the 
.. 
liberal arts graduate during recession. "Sell~ · · 
.. 
. . . . t': .. 
~ .. 
• 
• 
irlgyourself' becomes all.the more critical .,·.. ·. · ·. , 
now. . · .:. ~ 
'" . . ' .. . .. 
• • ( . • <I;• / 4 
Patience also plays a key role. The .. · ~.. · · · 
time between your first contact with a com- -_ . 
pany and your being hired is likely to take · :~ :·. · · 
longer during a recession 
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Allied Heal .. 
Professionals a 
Admhaistraton 
Plan a future that soars. 
Take your sdence-related degree 
into the Air Force, and become an 
alicer in the Blomedlcal Sciences 
Corps. You11 learn more. you'll grow 
faster-you1J work with other dedi-
cated professionals In a quality envi· 
rorunent where your cootrlbutions 
ar~eded 
In short, you1J gain more ol every-
thing that matters most to you. Yoo 
and the Air Force. Launch now-call 
USAF HEALTH PROFF.SSIONS 
(301) 981·7897 
cower 
£):-
! STANI..EY H. KAPIAN Takt Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
Summer courses tonning now for fall exams 
Wash, DC No. VA 
(202)2~-1456 {703)352·TEST 
' 
GRADUATES *FULL TIME 
STUDENTS & FACULTY OF 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
w.-. lgb•'• Oldeet & Lergeet CheYTollt. Geo o.1er 
CURTIS CHEVROLET • GEO 
5pEC\A\.. 
f\NANC\NG 
fOR ALL 
GRADUA'TES 
C- "°"' ~"""'- o1 CheYy·Oeo 
..... ---·-~·· auoatantlal u•ln9a. Special OM 
..._.,. ,,._ •now....., tor you to 
- ........ "--And. .... 
- '"'*""..,, lo - to ...... 
_ .... , ....... --.... 
--rief'll" c .... ~. 
WE'RE RIGHT IN THE 
DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Ass1sTANce 
UP To $500 
---
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. 
You have one night. 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few. 
~hort hour., to learn your sun spot<; from your satellites before the 
dreaded astronomy ~xam. . 
On the other hand, \'ivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps 
keep you a\\'ake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So 
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp. 
. If Galileo had used \ 'ivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar 
-· 
---
--
---
-· 
----
i · forfastpic!<..up-safeascoffee 
I ~)'Stem faster. too. 
• Revive with VIVARIN·: i 
• r< IU• trd t , ,, I.Mii .a.llo 
... 
• 
• 
+ A research internship in your area of study 
. 
+ $1,800 stipend 
+ Intensive guidance in preparing for graduate 
school 
+ 3 hours academic credit 
+ Free room and board at The American 
University? 
The GradPrep Program at The American University 
has openings for talented college/university 
sophomores and juniors, who are members of minority 
groups that are underrepresented in graduate 
programs. The program will provide you with the 
skills, knowledge, and motivation needed to succeed in 
entering and completing graduate programs. 
If you are a minority, with a GPA of at least 2.8 and 
a desire to attend graduate school, then call: 
GradPrep Program (202) 885-1263 
Application deadline: May 31, l<J91 
An equal opportunity/ affirmative action university 
To members of the Howard U Class of 1991, 
we offer you heartiest congratulations! 
To members of Classes to come, we wish 
you a Howard U Summer! 
Here's why: 
The courses you complete during the summer can bring you that much 
closer to attaining your degree. 
You can take a semester's worth of courses at the 1990-91 tuition rate. 
You can take a part-time load of courses without paying a part-time 
fee. 
By concentrating on one or a few courses during the summer, you may 
gain a substantial academic edge. 
The course(s) you complete this summer can make a satisfying 
difference in your schedule later. 
As a Howard student, you'll have the special benefits of studying with 
faculty and students you know. 
Have a 
HOWARD u SUMMER 
(It's the smart thinq to do.) 
First Session. 
May 20 • Jun• 29 
Second Session: 
July 1 - August 10 
summer S.11lons Office 
Room 100 
School of Continuing Education 
Faculty Offloe Building North 
(next to Douglass Hall) 
806-6792 
• 
OURNEWlOOK 
1-IASUSLoo~ FoRYOU 
• •• To work with a team ol top-nigh! professionals. in ~ industly 
that can offer you the chance to see the world. N. Continental Airlines our 
commitment to quality slarts with you 
As part ol lhe Continental team. you'll not only enjoy unique travel 
privileges, you11911 a starting~ o1 S14 per flidt hcu And. you11 be 
gun 1teed a RllOllMI oC 83 hauls a month as a Reserve Flighl Allendant 
To lum your ability to work with people into a respected career. you must be 
at least 20 years okl. haYe a willingness to relocate. Md the eligibility to 
work 111 lhe Uniled Slalies Two or bK yu- coUege degree IS preferred 
Physical qualifitahons include vision correctable to 20/30 or better 
(uncorrected 2W200 or better), height between 5'0' and 6'2'. Wltll ~I in 
proportion to het~. 
II you're i1 ilelesled ma world ol cppor1\Jlities. please send~ restme to 
c111111 bll a.11 1, .. •au .. ~ 1111 a. r.1. 1u 4741 a, 
'1 1 , T-11Z'IM7._ M Equal IJ!lpor1un1ty ~toyer. 
Continental Airlines 
Head in the right direction and be part of 
the NYU Summer. Choose from over 
1,000 courses taught by leaders in their 
fields- day or night. Live in the heart of Greenwich Village fer as little as 
$100per111-wtek session. You can cover a lot of ground during two 
six-week sessions. Make the NYU Summer part of your year-round plan. 
For a free 1991 Summer Sessions Bulletin, 
call us today toll free at 
1 100-211 4fill, .... 614, 
a mail the coupon below. 
Session I: 
May 20-June 28 
Session II: 
July I-August 9 
·------------------------------------------------New bk University 
25 West Fourth Street 
Room 633 
New York, N.Y. 10012 
Hewbt: ~-Ill 
llllrmlb¥e KtM•'equ&i 
cpporllNy --
Plea$e send me a free 1991 Summer Sessions Bulletin 0 Underp:I~ 
My are. cl 1nteest is 0 GraduaaP 
dtY 
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Tilis week marks the end of the 124th 
year Howard has sought to educate young 
black minds while preparing them for the 
challenges which face them in a world 
which has yet to accept 
those persons of color for 
who they are. President 
Franklyn Jenifer has, in 
his "Howard 2iXXY' re-
port, presented some 
necessary alterations to 
make Howard" fit and 
him" for what lies ahead 
for those who will take 
the place of many of us 
who study here today. 
-Howev~ challenges lie 
ahead for all of the 
Howard community as 
these alterations begin to 
take shape in several 
differei1t areas next fall. 
Selecting and Nur- -- -
turing Successful Stu- ~ 
dents-Howard Univer-
sity students must play a 
role in encouraging future 
• 
Howard students to excel -~ ___:~~ 
at the high school level, to 
prepare for the SAT and 
to plan early for college, 
as a new Howard Univer-
sity Index based on class 
rank, grade point aveiage 
and SAT srores will play 
a major role in the 
admission's process. 
I• 
For prc5cnt Howard students, out-
standing scholastic achievement will be the 
key for the years to rome as the university 
.. · · develops a Howard Scholars program for 
juniors and seniors with at least a 3.5 grade 
point avei·age. 
Developing and Supporting Out-
THE eHILLTC 
-. 
standing Faculty-A call for action has gone 
out to the faculty to do more reseanh be 
even more productive and continue to en-
lighten the young minds which pass 
• 
- i:v 
through these hallowed grounds eveiy four 
years. . 
But in order to accomplish the goals set 
I forth by Dr. J~ our faculty needs to be 
free to do the necessary research while not 
forsaking the students who need their ex-
pertise in the c]assr<X)m. 
Refocusing Schools and Colleges 
\ 
, 
Students presently enrolled in those pro-
grams which have been slated to be elimi-
nated or moved must adjust and build on 
this new foundation In programs where a 
-
Complex 
IS Good. 
Simple 15 
Eff1ctent 
call was made for them to increase enroll-
ment, thete need to be new strategies for 
reauitment. 1he ''Howard Show," show-
casing the best of Howard, should be taken 
to high schex>ls, commur.ty colleges, com-
munity groups and the streets, where those 
who can benefit from such programs are 
located. 
• 
• 
For the sake of a better unive1sity, this 
refocusing is but a small cost for a larger 
rewani 0 
Other Acadel1iic Needs-Outside of 
• • I . 
Ho""A~t> I OH1'4E~51TY I 
! 
our academic units, thete 
are other areas of this 
great institution which . 
ay for improvement. Dr. 
Jenifer has called for these 
areas to unde1go some 
changes as well. For 
example, there will be 
some ~ges made to 
our library system, which 
is the }argest of any uni-
versity's in the District of 
Columbia. 
But those making 
adjusbnents must not let 
complacet icy and tradi-
tion preclude making the 
necessary changes to 
• • • 
unprove our wuvet'Slty. 
Llkewise, those on the 
receiving end need to be 
considerate and realize 
that these changes cannot 
happen overnight They 
cannot be sustained 
without the help of ev-
eryone. 
Additionally, as the 
new university centers 
for International Affairs 
and Urban Affairs 911d 
Rese~ and the Insti-
tutes for Entrepret ieurial Studies and Is-
lainic Studies become available, everyone 
must take the time to utilize these new re-
sources. Instructors must also build these 
new offering.5 into their course cunicula 
With this attitude and action, we can 
make sure that Howard will forever stand 
"firm and hue." 
THE - HILLTOP 
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editorial 
Throughout this school year, our na-
tion has been faced "'7ith issues and events 
which have sparked change. These changes 
have paved the road this countiy "'7ill travel 
for decades to come. Hei:e are but a few of 
the ~-.!es and events from around the na-
tion we believe deserve 
• 
review 
• 
... Though The 
Hilltop advocated re-
turning to Virginia 
Beach (after students 
weie the ~ctims of 
police bru~ty) in or-
der to safe-guard civil 
liberties, black colle-
gians worked hard to 
establish alternatives to 
the beach which kept 
our money in the black community. .. 
... President George Bush's veto of the 
Gvil Rights Act of 1990 sent a forel:xxting 
message that our nation's oommander-in-
chief did not posses the courage necessat)· to 
breech the ever-widening cavei1 i of racial 
strife threatening our nation's prosperity. .. 
... The notorious Knights of the Ku . 
Klux Klan (KKK) attempted to stage two 
rallies and demonstrations in the nation's 
capjtol Ironically, the same police forces t."1at 
~ 
beat-down civil rights marcheis with the 
clubs of democracy in the 1960's and denied 
the Black Panthers there first ame!ldment 
rights, came out in full fon:e to protect the 
murderous KKK Fortunate!~ protestors 
were victorious in stopping the Klan from 
marching, and in sending the message that 
their rads~ will no longer be tolerated ... 
... Sharon Pratt Dixon made history as 
the first black fei11ale elected mayor in the 
District ... 
... Black Georgetown Law Students 
weie outraged when a white student wrote 
a commentary for their school newspaper 
that disclosed confidential info11r1ation and 
alleged that the academic accomp · ents 
of minorities were fe\Ver than those of hite 
students ... 
... Students at pton Univeisity 
were betray~ eir university's ad.minis- · · 
tration when the president of the institution · 
scheduled President George Bush as the 
commencerhent speaker against th~ wishes 
of studertts. Evidently, Hampton is an insti-
tution that does not place the QJn~ of its . 
students high on its l.iSt of prioritie5 ... 
Hopefully, the gradubtes of 1991 will 
make major contribution..c; which wiJl shape 
events to come. 
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One of the UUngs that makes Howatd 
unique is its inteit .ational mix of students 
from Africa, South America and the Carib-
bean. 'With the onset of the Persian Gulf 
~we joined the rest of America and the 
world as they looked toward this situation of 
great conflict. But the war was not the only 
event which drew our attention on an inter-
national level. 
The efforts of the United States to 
"help" smaller countries, we've learned, in 
many instances, have done more to hurt 
them. Specifically, in Angola, the rebel 
organiu1tion UNITA (National Union for the 
Total Independence of Angola), supported 
by the U.S., c ctually destroyed a large por-
tion of th property and transportatibn s~ 
terns in Angola. Tiuuugh its efforts to 
support this oig,mizatiOI\ the U.S. 
has increa..c;ed this country's de-
penden~e on the racist South 
African g v mm nt. 
Moreo\ret; this is the 
same govenunei1t 
whoseleaderwas 
welcom d with open 
arms last fall by our 
ownfusid nt 
-
Bush. Wlill 
Frederick \V. 
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see rulers like Mobutu Sese Seko with a 
clearer view. We can obseive how the 
United States helped him into power by 
conveniently elimioating the previous 
leadei; Patrice Lwnwnba. 
editorial 
In So~ after 21 years, Mohamed 
Siad Barre was toppled from po'ver and a 
new era of democracy was begun. And in 
Angola, the two sides who have been at 
odds for several years signed an' accord 
The peace was good news. 
But in countries like Sudan, it was 
diffeNilt. This country is still facing famine 
conditions, and its civil war has not helped 
the situation any. 
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Howard Univeisity graduates of 1991, 
The Hilltop, along with everyone else, would 
like to offer you our congran1Jations and 
advice. 
Congrahilations on a job well done!· 
Completing your undergraduate education 
has been no small task, and the tasks and 
challenges that lie ahead of you will be no 
less dau.~ting. Your years here have been 
marked by victories and defeats, accom-
plislunents as well as failures, but you have 
managed to learn from your mistakes and be 
editorial 
• 
inspired by your attainments., ever mindful 
ti)')t the important thing was not always to 
win the battle, but to win the war. Congratu-
" lations to you-victors all. 
nus graduating class will enter a chang-
ing world. Fed up with the consumerism of 
the 1980' s, your generation is being lead back 
to the basics in life: coffee over cappuccino, 
bottled water over Perrie~ Hondas over 
Beamers. The age of the Yuppie has passed, 
ushered out by the 1987 stock market crash 
and the present recession we are experienc-
ing. More and more, people are shirking the 
fast-paced, express-line, corporate-ladder-
climbing, urban life-styles to enjoy life in the 
suburbs and rural areas, pursuing careers 
and life-styles that make them happy, n ot 
THE - HILLTOP 
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that · make them wealthy. People 
are finally coming to the realization that no 
one on their deathbed ever whispered: "I 
wish I had spent more time at the office." As 
you begin your careers, reinember the things 
that are truly important, not the things that 
society says are important Remem~ 
while there is always an extra dollar that can 
be earned, time s~nt away from family and 
friends is time that is lost forever. 
Remember the Basics. While the years 
spent at Howard will increase your standan:l 
of living, remembering what you learned in 
kindergarten will increase your q,1ality of 
life:~ Robert Fulghum, author of All I Really 
Need to K11mv I Lmn?ed i11 Kindergarten, re-
minds us that no matter how many degrees 
we earn, the most important knowledge is 
kno\ving hO\\t to live with people. 
The rules for living in hannony with 
others were not learned in sociology or psy-
chology classes at Howard, they were at-
tached to a wall in our kindergarten class-
room: 
-Share e\1erything 
-Plav fair 
, 
-Don' t hit people 
-Put tJungs back where you found them 
-Gean up your own mess 
-Don' t take things that don't belong to 
you 
-Say you're sony when you hurt some-
bcxiy 
-Wash your hands before you eat 
-Flush 
-Wann cookies and cold milk are good 
for you 
(;five a balanced life: learn some and 
think some and draw and paint and sing 
and dance and play and work eveiyday 
some 
-Take a nap e'7ery aftem(X)n 
-When you go out into the world, watch 
out for traffic, hold-hands and stick to-
gether. 
Basic? Yes, but the basics are what we 
always rehun to. 
As )'QU are re111en1bering the basics, re-
. .. 
• 
• 
menlber this university, your univeisi~ 
Howard University. Remember the instruc-
tor who would not accept second best, and 
gi.ve it your all. Remember the professor 
who would not give up on you, and do not 
anexlra 
dollar llK11 can be 
eamedl time seent 
away from family 
and dsis 
ti111e that is 
lost ver. 
giveuponyourse~Rememberthefriend 
who stuck by you when you needed it 
most, and be a friend to someone else. Re-
member the people who fought and died 
for you to be wheie you are right now, and 
give something of yourself for your poster-
ity. 
Remember the chajlenges that this uni-
versity set before yo~ and help to ensure 
that it will continue to challenge generations 
to come, giving criticism when wananted, 
and praise likewise. 
Again, congran1lations on your accom-
plishments, both those to date, and th yet 
to be achieved. 
OP 
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• Graduation means 
summers off, 
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PAYMENTS AS I LOW AS $34/MONTHI 
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CALL YOUR IBM COLLEGIATE REPRESENTATIVE AT (301) 279-6855 
OR CALL COMPUTERLAND AT f301) 599-9555, ASK FOR FRAN OR 
JU LIE. 
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Green Line \ 
But only long enough to get moving! On Saturday, 
May 11, the first three stops on the Metrorail Green Line 
will open. From there, you're rolling. It's just 12 minutes 
from U Street-Cardozo Station to Metro Center. Coming 
or going from Shaw just got faster and easier. 
Join us for an opening day parade, breakfast and fes-
tivities. At 7·30 a.m., The Rev. Walter Fauntroy will preside 
over the blessing of Shaw Station and then the parade 
begins. And at 9 a.m., ceremonies will start at U Street-
Cardozo Station. All Green Line Stations will be giving free 
one-way rail ride coupons. And Metrorail will open at 
7 a.m. to get you to the ceremonies. 
Metro otters special fares for senior citizens and dis-
abled people. Metrorail hours are weekdays 5:30 a.m. -
midnight Sat 8 a.m.-midnight Sunday 10 a.m.-midnight 
For more information, give us a call at (202) 637-7000, 
TDD (202) 638-3780. And if you really want to get going, 
stop on Green. 
• 
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I am pleased and honored to extend to 
you my heartfelt congratulations on this 
auspicious cx:casion. 
Theie is so much in the world today 
that fills us with despair, but when I think of 
this Commencement and what it symbol-
izes I can only feel hope, pride and joy. You 
have run the good race and you have tri-
umphed. Consider your Howard ·degree to 
be your laurel wreath. To earn that wreath, 
• 
UNIVER.SI I V" PRESIDENT 
you worked hard; you kept your goal fi.nnl) 
in sight and you never let it go. You also 
wisely made use of all the resources of an 
institution that has meant so much to so 
many for such a long time. 
I am speaking, of course, of Howard 
University, which as most of you undoubt-
edly know, is also my own alma mater. 
You will find, as I did, that as the years 
pass, you will come to appreciate Howard 
University even more than you perhaps do 
tcx:iay. You will discover that at Howard, 
you learned much more than specific facts, 
concepts and techniques, although you 
• 
, 
certainly learned these. 
You will understand that through the 
.Howard University education you took for 
granted when you were here, you devel-
oped a broad view of the world, a sense of 
self-worth, a talent for leadership, and an 
enduring app,reciation of the unique heri-
,,.. " 
tage of people of African descent. 
You will also see that in the years you 
spent in these classrooms and libraries and 
laboratories and studios, you picked up 
some vital skills that are essential for success 
in any field: the ability to analyze and solve 
problems, and to make aitldil judgements. 
By then you will have found a comfortable 
niche in that long line of Howard Univer-
sity graduates who are making im}X)rtant 
contributions to their profes.sio~ their com-
munities, this nation and, indeed, the world. 
wperever your paths from this his-
toric campus will take you, always remem-
ber that Howard University is "home." 
Recall the words of the late Howard W. 
Thunnan, that great theologian who seived 
Howard as professor of Christian theology 
and dean of the Chapel. "A man must be at 
home somewhere," he once said, "before he 
can feel at home everywhere." . 
For get 1erations of men and women of 
African descent, and others, Howard is and 
always will be "home." 
b 
Know that the door to this home is 
always open to you. It is my fetven~ hope 
that you, in h.tm ~ sup}X)rt the old.and 
venerable homestead in any wayyou can 
so that others may bet 1efit from a Ho-wani · 
University education iq the same way that 
you and I have benefited. = 
I have made some good friends' 
• 
among the members of the Oass of 1991. 
: While I am sonylo have to say good-bye, I 
am sure we will~ in touch. . · 
.. 
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Oooouch! I screamed when the gtocery 
bag hit my knee. I was sitting by the dCX>t; as 
I usually do, when several people walked 
by. It was six o'clock in the evening and I 
was very tired. I was on my way home from 
work and I wasn't ready or willing to deal 
with any nonsense. 
I couldn't help but laugh when the 
sixth person that night stepped on my foot, 
and to top it off, didn't even say excuse me. I 
mean I really wanted to scream. 
Was it everyone else or was it me ? Are 
I 
people today rude and inconsiderate or am I 
too polite? I began to wonder if I had too 
much home training or if my fellow Metro 
bus riders had none. 
• 
Accolding to their advertisement, 
"Why Torture Yourself?'' Mello would like 
for us to believe that using public transpor-
tation is less frustrating and less worrisome 
to the Psyche than driving in bumper to 
bumper traffic on the beltway, but is it? They 
would also like for us to believe that the 
system is more economical than buying gas, 
but isit? 
Think about it! Think about the extra 
money you can't save by not filling up the 
· · gas tank The average rider spends approxi-
mately $8.00 a day traveling in rush hour to 
and from the suburbs into the city and back. 
'That's $40.00 in one week and $160.00 by 
. the end of the month. For some people that's 
almost a weeks pay. 
· Thinkaboutthetimeyou don't save in 
. . . 
the morning by not looking for a parking 
-
/ ~ce. Instea~ you ~ get plenty of exeirise 
by running to-catch the bus or by wisping 
.. 
... 
• 
by other hunied downtown businessmen 
and women trying to catch the blue or or-
ange lines into downtown D.C. This is the 
only time that this laid back Capital Gty of 
'wanna be' important people seem to get 
really busy- down in the deep shady tun-
nels of the Metro subway. 
Think about how fun it is to stand next 
to a complete stranger for 15 or 20 minutes 
and hope that they're 'raising their hands 
.. 
beca11se they're SURE.' 
Pethaps the best part of riding in the 
same seats that millions of others have rid-
den in is a feeling of camaraderie. People of 
various races, from various socio-economic 
backgrounds and who hold various titles 
all come together to go to work. It's great 
in a way. No one knows who has the 1990 
Porsche and no one knows who has the 
1970 Clevette. No one knows who resides 
in Llvin~ton or Hunnington and no one 
really cares. For a brief moment the polar-
ization of the city ceases and people are just 
that - people 
But, the Mello system (to me) could not 
compare to sitting in a plus~ coinfortable 
and roomy seat:m my very own car. Theie's 
nothing like having air-conditioning when 
you're hot and having heat when you're 
cold. I would rather be sitting in bumper to 
bumper traffic viewing the sights in this city 
instead of looking at hungiy, exhausted and 
angry faces in the evening. I wouldn't mind 
searching around for a parking space as 
long as rm comfortable. I wouldn't mind 
waiting for traffic lights or for pedestrians to 
cros.s the street as long as I'm comfortable. 
So, you think it's selfish of me to want to 
be so comfortable? You might be right 
But, I guess I will continue using 
Metro's seivices because I don't have a au; 
'but if I did I would not have to wony about 
; , 
someone steppmg on my toes. . 
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GRADUATION! 
HOW TO PLAY: 
NEED~D: 
• 
1. (l)One die 
2. Pencil and paper 
OBJECT; 
1. Roll the die and move your playing_piecc across tbc 
game board. following the arrows 1ns1cfe of each sguarc 
until you reach the square GRADUATION! The first 
player to successfully complete the course is the winner. 
2. Each square is color~oded and represents a different 
insruction or amount that should either be added or 
subtracted to the players money totoal. 
Purple- Registration fee of $2000.00: Subtract that 
amount from your total 
Orange- Go to the "A Building": Pay $1500.00 and skip 
two turns 
Yellow- Received money from home: Add S200.00 
White- $1000.00 Scholarship: Add that amount from 
vour total 
Dark Blue- Had a big weekend: Subtract $250.00 
~1edium Blue- Failea a three credit class: Subtract 
$600.00 
L!.g_ht Blue- Made an A in a four credit class: Add 
Sou0.00 plus a S l 00.00 Bonus. 
3. Each player beg.ins the game with $5000.00, the 
pencil and paper \Vtll be used to keep track of additions 
and subtractions to and from this amount. Each player 
o\ves their universitY. a total of SS000.00 which they 
may accumulate as thev_plav. This monev is necessary 
if the; intend to GRAOUATE!, and pavments may be 
made anytime during the game. A total paid by each 
pla\er to\vard their graduation should be kept under the 
name of the .. A Buifdin_g". As thev move from square 
to square it is possible tor the players to accumulate 
n1onev b\ passing classes doing \.\'ell on tests etc., 
\vhicn thev can use to settie their accounts and GRADU-
ATE! Ho\vever. it is possible as \vell for the players to 
lose money bv spending it frivlously . A player must 
r.ave both the· money to graduate and have reached the 
GRADUATION! square to successfully con1plete the 
course. 
2. 3. 
P1ayin€ 
Pieces 
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The seivice was a nice one. Boy did 
they give that Reggie a good send-off. He 
would be happy if he wete hete now. But, 01 
course, we wouldn't be at this funeral then. 
"Third one this week," Reveret id Fos-
ter, the neighbothood preacher, said "Yeah, 
I'm buny in 'em faster than I'm many 'in 
'em," he concluded, jokingly. 
• 
when I paid the rent and brought hex- new 
stuff for the aparbnent. Everybody in 
D.C., except Barnas, was in the b11siness. 
When they lowered Reggie's casket 
into the grounc:L I couldn't stop from think-
ing of the last time I saw him. I remen lber 
the day. It was snowing and Reggie was 
~ _ Reggie was the third brother from our 
block to get killed in the b11siness. We had 
grown up together. I knew him like a 
brother. He was sharp, always stayed dear 
of danger, and nevei- got caught by them 
punk cops. But that's the way it goes in the 
business- live today and die tom011ow. 
Reggie's mother loved her son, at least 
she said she did. At the Funeral she cried 
and shouted "Reggie? 
Why you want to 
leave us? Don't leave 
standing on the comer of 14th and "S" Street. 
He was talking to three fly girlies at the same 
time when all of a sudden it happened 
"Barn!" Reggie's brains looked like 
Christmas tree ornaments all over the green 
_ me Reggie. Don't 
leave me baby. I love 
you so much baby." 
·-... 
She was hysteri-
cal. It took five people 
to hold her still during 
Reggie's wake. It 
amazed me when in 
the height of her hys-
teria she said, "I failed 
you Reggie. If I really 
loved you when you 
was here, this woulda 
. 
' 
• 
' ........ L<1~_ .. - ----
never haye happened. If I really loved you, lamp post. I lowered my arm, took my 
you would have never been in the streets finger off the trigger, and put my gun back 
doing ~hat you weie doing. If I really loved into my pocket. · 
you, I would have told you, you wete doing You see, Reggie had been stealing and 
wrong. But I didn't baby, I didn't." · was coming up short in his deliveries. So, I 
I didn't undeistand her. My mother_ had to silence the boy. Can you believe it? 
never told me what we were doing was He was stealing from me, his best friend. 
wrong. How could it be? The b11siness was Well, that's the way it is iri the b11siness-you 
paying all of our bills. MaMa seemed happ) 1. ain't got no friends. 
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With the publication and rise to the 
best-seller list of Dinesh D'So11za' s Djheral 
Education (which includes a chapter on 
protest and Afrocentrism at Howard), the 
question of multicultural and Afrocenbic 
education has once again presSedto the front 
of the national agenda. Howard University 
should take an active and meaningful role in 
shaping the tei11lS of the debate. 
As a graduating senior who has spent 
the last four years immersed in the Howard 
experience, I can look back appreciatively, 
but also aitically, at the content of my experi-
ences. Although I have gained much of the 
knowledge and skills which I feel I will need 
in my life, the educational program at 
Howard ladG the kind of coherer tee and 
direction which would have served me bet-
ter. Instead, I was left to my own devices to 
fashion a a.uriculum to suit my needs. I 
........ 
would like, then, to offer some suggestions 
as a conbibution to the disatssion of educa-
tion at Howard 
There should be three core objectives of 
every Howard education: (1) a solid and 
thorough grounding in the history and rul-
ture of African and African-American 
people; (2) aitical and analytical skills to 
enable students to effectively think for our-
selves; and (3) the knowledge and skills 
~ 
necessaiy for success in our respective fields 
of..endeavor. 
The current cunia.tlum fails to ensure 
that all Howard students will gain the 
abovementioned knowledge and skill before 
"' graduatio~ even despite the new Afro. commentary 
American Studies requirement and :recent 
cuniculum changes suggested by the Task ~ ~ 
Force on Afrocentrism. A revolutioruuy 
change is needed 
A mandatory core cuniatlum in the 
history and rulture of African and African-
American people should be instituted enroll-
ing every freshman and soplunore at 
Howard. The sequence would be four se-
•• 
---
• 
mesters long and draw upon the resources 
of the entire university. A aitica11y analytic 
perspective would info1111 each of the 
courses forcing students to confront squarely 
the most difficult and engaging problems of 
our common experience. 
Each of the semesters would explore 
in-depth the history, philosophy, religio~ 
science, art, literature, and politics of black 
life during four different time-frames: (1) the 
clas.sical and traditional African civilizations 
such as Ethiopia, Kemet (Egypt), Ghana, 
MalL Songhay, the Dogpn and the Akan; (2) 
the period of slavery in North and South 
America and the Caribbean; (3) the develop-
ment of the histoiy and a.tlture of African-
, 
Americans in the post-slavery period; ( 4) the 
civil rights and black liberation movei11ents 
of the 19«1 sand issues in the contemporary 
black community. 
Each of these courses should cany 6 
credits so that proper time could be devoted 
to lectures, disa1ssions, films, extensive out-
side reading a$ignments, field trips, and 
lengthy, critically analytical papers. Because 
these courses would confront ~ues in phi-
losophy, history, science, literature, art and 
the social sciences, most the current general 
education requirements would be covered, 
and thus could be eliminated. 
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Commentary . I think, before many of us become en-
sconc:ed in our summer lifestyles, there are 
some things--which perturb me (actually, they 
piss me off, but who cares about pnrise tem"\i-
nology here?}-that merit mentioning in this 
last issue of 'The Hilltop. They are not things that 
' 
will make you go "hmm," if you wilL Arsenio, 
but rather things we need to work on before we 
return in the fall. 
Yes, these things may seem minuscule to 
some of you, but they are, nevertheless, real 
and important to many on this campus; were 
they not, I would not be compelled to write this 
article. Were they not, I would not hear people 
bitching about them seme5ter-after-semestei; 
and yes, I am an authority beca11se I've been 
- ,., 
\ 
' I 
here for eight semesters! 
First of cta ladies, WHATS UPwnHALL 
11-ilSNAKEDNE'SS? COVERYOURSELVFS! 
I undeIStand it is going to be really hot this 
summer, and if the Spring Picnic was indicative 
df the way some of you are going to present 
yourselves as 'black queens," I suggest you 
return to peasantry with all deliberate speed. 
Now of course I see this from a lady's point-0f-
view, which may be deemed pretentious, but 
when men comment on the prostitutionalized 
way some of us dress, we can consider it legiti-
mate. Ok ladies? Put on some clothes when 
you return this fall. 
Next topic EI'IQUEl"l'E-Howabout\ve 
doft't have any? Was I the only one who gre\v 
up with Please, Thank You, I'm Sorry, Excuse 
Me, and May I? Does it hurt you that much to 
say" thank you" when someone is holding the 
door for you in Douglass? Or to say "I'm 
sony" when you let it slam in someone's face? 
*UMBRELLA: El IQUEl"I E-How about 
why don't you lift your umbrella up or pull it 
down, or move it to-the side when you go up 
4th Street because you KNOW how narrow 4th 
Stiret is! And you l<r'JOWyou're not trying to 
get punched in the face for poking somebody in 
the eye! So move your umbrella! 
*CLASSROOM EllQUE l"I E- How about 
why don't you quit walking in ftont of your 
teacher when he or she is lecturing? That's 
rude! Goaround! Andhowabout,vhydon't 
you stop popping gum all in my ear so I car\ 
hear while the teacher is talking? Yeah, and I'm 
tired of your bookbag hitting ni.e when you 
walk by because you can' t find a seat beu"lu~ 
you came to class late say " excuse me." 
*CAMPUSS1REET AND PAlHWAY 
ETIQUEl"I E - How aoout why don' t you 
move out the way when you see there ~not 
enou~ room for you and your ooys to go ~ 
through him and his boys when y'all are walk-
ing down 4th Street? Whatcha into? Starting 
friction? Get out the way! 
The next item to be add:res.sed is 1HE 
BLACI<BURNPOSSE. Yean that's right, all 
those people cold chillin' in front of Blackbwn. I I am not talking about the people who do not 
I . make it an all-day activity, you know, as if they 
~- ~~~~~ ....... ~=~-~~~===~~~~~~= ....... ~~~ aren't enrolled in school; that's another subject. I 
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am talking about . :y'all know who I'm talkin' 
'bout! No need to front Get a life, please! You 
think people don't have anything better to do 
but look at you all day? Some of you don't 
even GO to Howard (we know you're down 
with the UDC/I 11seta go to How~ crew}, and 
you spend more time on the yard than ... And 
another thing, some of y all been hanging out in 
front of Blackbum for the eight semesters I've 
been here, plus the year before I got here. 
Moving right along, Howard kids are so 
TRENDY. Yeah, that's right. I'm calling a spade 
a spade today! If Pete gets a high-top fade, you 
get one. He starts growing dreads or twists, 
your name becomes RePete. He takes his 
dreads out and gets a Caesai; you follow suite. 
_grooveisintheheartbritchesoffthew~phair-
stylesn ~m~black 
andgo~tpeop1einJemjng.splat£on1Mcles 
championshirlsrayonprintshimtrapez.eshirts 
ba!l;I 4;w.,_"f'ldsJlP111"1C4h • 1q:~1 lkg q eg,ah &II evmJlaH ire 
I ast on the list is that dreaded pathway, you 
kI1ow, the little narrow one--all of 11 feet, in 
front of Locke Hall lbat has to be the most 
cumbersome stretch of land on the entire cam-
pus! People don' t seem to understand they 
' 
' \ 
. 
I.. 
. 
:, .,._ 
. 
' I~ 
-· 
cannot 50dalire and congregate on that 11-foot too; the Ilil lines on the Founder's clock for the 
stretch! I mean, there is only room for one-lane nwneral "four" instead of IV; having to enter 
traffic in both directions, right? And if it just so and exit Dougla$ from the side dex>r because 
Th.'1ppens one of those "where you been" ie- there are too many people standing in front 
unions takes place, a ''what happened to you" congregating the ignoramuses in the A-Bldg. 
might follow if you don't move on. Heaven (okay, not all of them, but who's counting?); 
forbid the gate on the other side is closed. I have noticeable hairweaves (if you' re going to wear 
a friend who prays it is open so he won't have to one, don't let tne know it); people who look at 
tango with those slow-walking, what-you- you like you're crazy when you try to be polite 
lookin' -at, I'm-in-my- own-world kids t}13t like and speak to them even when you don't know 
to hold up traffic. The funny thing about these them; people from (fill ih the blank) who perpe-
people is they look at you, the one who's trying trate being from New York; people from New 
to go to class, like you got a problem. It's not York who perpetrate being from Jamaica ... 
• 
enough for you to stand behind them, waiting Calling a spade a spade, I'm out. 
patiently, like a person with etiquette would; Oh, wait: TI-IE APATHETIC ATIITUDES 
you hc'lve to get all indigncmt with them and yelL YOU PEOPLE HA VE AT THE "MECCA," (OR 
"Excuse me!" When you return in the £aa just WHATEVER YOU WA.Nf TO CALL IT) OF 
tell those kids to get the hell out of the way be- BLACK EDUCATION (AND THATS AN-
ca1 ise tJ1t;-y're holding up traffic., and you 're trying 011-IERJOKE IN ITSEI...F BJ;:CA USE WHATS 
to get to cla$! BLACKABOUfTI-IlS UNIVERSITYBESIDES 
I'm sure we could all think of many more ~PEOPLE 1HAT GO HERE?) IS SIMPLY 
pertwbing things on this campus, LIKE: the ASIDUNDING! I SUGGEST' YOU READ A 
Founder's clock not ringing all year-freshmen BOOK OR 'IWO OR TWELVE OVER THE; 
have never heard it, and you definitely ain't S~ AND GO TO A BL:'-CK NIA 
official unl~ you've heard it play the alma F.O.R.C.E. MEETING WHEN YOU RE1URN 
mater at noon and six eveiyday; the shuttle IN 1HE FALL. 
b~ that have no names and you have to get 
o~ then~ then get off; the attempt to over-
throw campus vendors ye~ we caught that 
• 
• 
Out 
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~When I was in London earlier this 
yeax;. after about three days I began to go stir 
crazy with the absence of black faces in my 
travels. So I jumped on the tube and jour-
' neyed to Brixton where I came across West 
Indian revolutionary rastas and other Black 
Brits. nus is where Howard would be, I 
thought 
The riot in BID<ton in 1985 showed the 
international community that Black Brits 
. could rival oppres.sion along with the rest of 
the black diaspora. Why then did Al 
Sharpton feel the need to travel to London 
to enlighten a country that has already 
started a m ovement? 
Shaipton' s assumption that an entire 
.:.,-COW1t:r)' can benefit from tl1e suggestior1s of 
c n outsider is terribly irlsultir1g. First, 11e 
assumed, much like his white political op-
portunistic counterparts, that any country 
can benefit from the input of America. nus 
type of American arrogance is comparable 
to the cockines.s of Bush that still has Ameri-
can troops in the Persian Gulf. 
No one invited him. And once there 
Sharpton enjoyed veiy little celebrity. In a 
visit he made to Brixton last week, for ex-
ample, only two children wanted his auto-
graph. One London politician refened to 
him as an /1 American fanatic" who black 
people in London do not want /1 dumped on 
them." 
Secondly, his uncanny ability to tum 
every racial issue into a media cin:us has 
earned him the title "leader of the press" 
and ret tdered him ineffective in dealing with 
. 
racial conflicts in the United States. 
In keeping with his customarily dra-
matic and confrontational style, while a 
guest on a radio program, Sharpton at-
tacked the queen saying "I think the queen 
has sat on top of a colonialist racist empire." 
His obseivations may be keen, but 
w hat makes him think that the generations 
of U.K blacks have not been able to make 
the same assessments? Parliament member 
Diane Abbott has been striving to change 
the exclusionary nature of Britain from the 
inside. The funki dreads of Soul n Soul 
inspired an international interest in the ac-
knowledgr1 tent of the African diaspora. 
In~ book The European Tribe, 
writer Catyl Phillips analyzed England's 
racial situation with eloquence, and the '" 
African Center has bec11 ~und for ages. 
These individuals, as well as others, can 
save as better role models to the little girl 
Sharpton held in Brixton while telling her to 
"stand up and be somebody." 
All this is to say that Revei-e11d Al 
needs to take his nonsense back home-
though I'm sure African-Americans have J 
appreciated the much needed vacation from 
his mouth. 
it LTOP 
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· MESSAGE ~ Gll.\DUATING smo:OBS 
FROM THE DBP OP ALUMRJ: A!'FAIRS 
I 
. . 
' . 
The Department of Alumni Affairs ·extends · congratulations and 
best w~shes upon your graduation fr0111 Howard University~ This is 
an achievement of which you · should justifiably be proud. Welcome 
to that select class known as Alumnll 
• We are pleased to off er you a one-year complimentary member-
ship in the HOWARD ITY ALUMNJ: ASSOC:IATIOH. Detailed 
infor1natio~ regarding HUAA and the clubs and associ·ations will be 
sent to you shortly. 
As you enter your respective worlds, it would be wise for 
you to remember that although you have earned the right to a 
comfortable way .of life, you have a MISSION--the same mission 
that this University undertook when it embraced you as a fresh~ 
man. our mission is to educate and enhance the future of the 
tradionally disadvantaged and disenfranchised peoples of America, 
and'·to a great extent, the third world nations. Since you are 
now alumni, the legacy to ensure this continuing mission rests on 
our collective shoulders. We, as a University, have striven to 
give you the best that we have to offer. It is entirely possible 
that some areas l1ave been less than perfect--but it is with your 
support that we can perfect the system. 
Your acquired and creative skills will be assets to the 
national and international conununities in which you will reside. 
You represent a select group of individuals who have overcome 
great odds to. achieve graduation from this great institution. Be 
assured that you now join a long line of distinguished alumni who 
have impacted significantly on the business, political, 
scientific, legal and religious arenas • 
.. 
We, at Howard, CHAT.I.ENGE you to go into the world community 
and demonstrate the skills that have contributed to your success. 
You will be pleased to discover that you are competitive with any 
graduate from any other prestigious institution. We C~IJ.ENGE 
you to support your Alma Mater spiritually, educationally and 
financially. It is only with your assistance that we can 
continue to develop . and produce individuals of your caliber and 
capabilities. 
So that we may keep abreast of your progress, please inform 
·us of your current address and name changes, AND let ··us never 
forget that the generosity of others helped us to help YOU. 
aoward University now needs YOU. Help us to help others , 
Sincerely, 
Bernar 
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The Hilltop became a l~timate . 
.. 
Howani mganization in 1923 when its fore-
fathers outlined c1ear objectives for 
Howani' s entiy to the small group of black 
collegiate publications. 
The paper woula unite school spirit 
influence-thought relay student opinion 
and encourage entrants to pursue journal-
• lSm. 
On paper it was simple, none the les.s, 
it t~k almost a year for the first is.sue to 
appear. When it did, on January 22, 1924, it 
set the tone and scope of the issues that fol-
lowed, first bimonthly, then weekly. 
Its look was differer it, early issues of 
the paper resembled The Wall Street Journal, 
but the mixture of progressive, infonnative 
and agitative articles has been a trademark 
throughout its history. 
In its first issue, The Hilltop reported the 
abysmal conditions of registration: students 
cramped in tight quarters or braving the 
winter elements, subjecting themselves to 
"illness or injury'' for class schedules. 
The same issue reported a visit by 
Marcus Gaivey to Howard's campus, and 
the ideology behind the then powerlul 
United Negro 
hnproveinent 
As.50Ciation 
ears an sti ozn---.... stron---.... 
The Hilltd,, 
has also re-
flected the ideol-
ogy of black 
leaders span-
ning from 
It has been called a miracle of sweat Gaivey, Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael 
and ingenuity, and a beacon for the civil to Louis Farrakhan . 
rights movement. In 1935, the big issue was alumni apa-
Today it is the largest black collegiate thy for the conditions of the university. By 
newspaper and an 1967, it was the war in Vietnam. 
intricate part of Howard University. What isn't as obvious in the paper's 
The Hilllop, Howard's student-ru,.. history is the dedicated group of students 
campus newspaper, is officially 65 years uld that unite to prcxiuce the paper. 
' but unofficially it dates back as far as 1917. The staff works "under the most ad-
The Hilltop has etched the history of verse conditions just to get the paper out," 
the university and its students in black and said Dean of Special Student SeIVices 
white. And while its look changes perenni- Vincent Johns, who has worked with the 
• ally, the focus remains the same. paper in various capacities for many of his 
/ THE e HILLTOP , 
isn't as 
obvious in the 
paper~ history is 
• 
the icated group 
of students that 
unite to produce 
the pa~·~ 
26 years at Howard 
"We worked 24/ 7 ... to the detriment of 
grades and health," said Joseph Perkins, 
managing editor of the 1981-82 administra-
tion and now an advisor to Vice President 
Dan Quayle. 
In the current administration students 
face the same demands. It is a full-time job 
with part-time pay, say editors past and 
present, that has always been hampered by 
inadequate equipment and poor facilities. 
Only in the mid 1970's did the paper 
add romputer equipment to its operation. 
Before that, it was a multi-step manual pro-
cess similar to early 20th celitiuy printing. · 
1' 
The university's history is dotted with 
student protests, but at least once The Hilltop 
was the focus of one. 
In the 1982-83 academic yea~ then-
editor Janice McKnight was relieved of her 
duties and eventlially expelled from the 
university. 
The controversial actions of the univer-
sity stenuned from articles written by ' 
McKnight that alleged sexual discrimination 
in the university's administration. 
• 
they interpreted as Hilltop censorship. 
McKnight, who took the case to court 
and sued the t.miversity for an undisclosed 
amoWlt, was later readmitte<:t but publica-
tion of The Hilltop ceased after spring break 
of 1983 until the following year. 
The Hilltop Board was organized to 
act as a liaison between the university presi-
dent and the paper. The 1:xJard consists of · 
student representatives from each schcx:>l, 
the editor and business manager of The .,-
Hilltop, and various administrators and 
. 
faculty. ~ 
Before the 1:xJard was e'stablished the 
university president was directly respon-
sible for the publicatio~ though far re-
moved from the actual process. 
lhe paper's annual budget must be 
approved by the board 
• 
The paper's $122,(XX) budget, the larg-
est of any student organization at Howant ' 
is primarily funded by staff-generated ad-
vertisement and subscription sales. 
In the early years, money for The Hill-
top was appropriated through the student 
council, which could make aibitraiy a.it-
backs based on discontent with the paper's 
coverage. 
During those years, said Johns, The 
Hilltop had an eitatic publication schedule. 
~-
• 
--The Hill~ 
---- --- ,.._ ... ~~ flijiiop Editor Expelled~ 
L 
ID 
For three days after McKnight's expul-
sion which was said to have been based on 
her falsified application for admission stu-
deitts rallied on the Yard and in front of the 
administration building admonishing what W«I MCXNIGHT WAS EXPfllFD BY SOMEONE UNDER FORMER PRESINT ».MES QEK 
~ 
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STRONG 
SOUND & 
CARING 
Bauer Financial Reports, Inc., Coral Gables, Florida 
is pleased to award its four-star rating to 
**** e 
INDUSTRIAL BANK OF WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
A four-star rating indicates that this bank 
is one of the strongest in the United States. 
• 
Member FDIC Awarded March 1991 -~~ 
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HOW AI~D UNIVERSITY 
INTRAMURAL SI.)ORTS 
Visit yom Intramural or Recreational Sports 
Deparbnent and sign up today! 
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GIVE THE FINEST THINGS ON EARTH, TO THOSE WHO MEAN 
THE WORLD TO You. ~ 
-
WORLD CLASS WORLDS FAM 
-
OLOML WARM/NO 'TMNDS C1v1uzeo WORLD 
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ood friend•. Family . The love of your life. Reme.anber them in a one-of-a-kind way . Don ' t •hop 
• 
the p d• 0 f the Earth to find that c ertain 11 o mething . I t'• at Georgetown Park. Where a world of great gift idea• 
i• w aitfng for •omeone •peci al. For the finishing tou c h, take your trea•ure• to the Concierge Cen'ter for our 
gift·w.s:ap servic e . Two hour• free parking with proof of $10 purc ha•e. THE SH 0 PS & IE S T AU I A• T S 0 f 
GE01'QEIOWN PARK 
W O R LD STYLE . YO U R STYLE 
M Street and Wi• c<>n •in Avenue N'QC' 202 2Q8 1!>1!> 77 We-rlrday• . IOam - Qpm, Sat~rday IO•m-7pm , Sunday N oo n -b pm 
• • 
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In the early days of the Fall sem~ the• 
threat of a I abor Day weekend march by 
the Christian Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
outraged the Howard and Washingt~ 
D.C. communities. • 
The Klan had been scheduled to 
march down Constitution Avenue in early 
Septe~ but public outay and protest 
postponed the rally until Oct. 28. 
As news of the imminent I<1an march 
sprea~ anti-I<lan protestors, including 
members of the All Peoples Congress and 
Refuse and Resist two political organiza-
tions who fight for the justice and ~ty of 
American citizens, filed petitions to ptevent 
the march. 
The demonstratio~ howevei; did not 
go unnoticed. Hundreds of counter-Oe111-
onstrators gathered early in the morning 
along14th and Constitution Ave. in the 
northwest section of the DistriQ.to combat 
the I<lan' s attempt to march from the Wash-
ington Monument to ~-~pitol. 
As the 27 I<lan members began to 
1 march, more than 1200 prople lined up at 
various police blockades in the northwest 
section of the city. After hours of waiting, a 
crowd of individ11als wearing rolorful :robes 
could be seen from a distance. Once the 
I<lan was actually in dose range of the 
crowd, tears rolled down the faces of some 
demonstrators. 
Howard students were outraged to 
discover that this particular group of Klan 
members was allegedly responsible for the 
Greensboro, NC Massac •eof19'79, whete • . 
five anti-I<lan dei11onstrators were killed. 
Anti-I<lan protestors shouted profani-
ties, threw objects and evenn1ally broke 
through police barriers. In angei; they 
fought police officexs. Menlbets of the 
aowd were particularly upset with black 
membets of the police fol'Ce who wete pio-
tecting the I<lan. 
To control the aowd of p1otesto1s, 
which consisted of various ethnic groups, 
over 2,CXXl District police, 800 U.S. Capitol 
police, and~25 Pad< police officets were on 
- ' -~ubsequently, stud~ts changed their 
Lalx>r Day vacation plans and renmiried in 
the city. And this time, despite the protests, duty. 
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Homicide is becomUlg a well-known 
factor and reality in the District as the num-
ber of homicides, presently 157, steadfastly 
inaeascs. For the past two years, the Wash-
ington area has had all-time high murder 
rates and this year's number is rapidly 
dimbing. ' 
I ast yeai; the 
homiddes did no · te. In fa¢ 
victim's included m~ women and children 
' 
of all~, and although there was a drop in 
drug-related ]dlli~ there weie 483 homi-
ddes in the District in 1 ~, rompared with 
434in 1989. 
Of the 483 people who were killed in 
the District last yeai; nearly half of them were 
black men younger than 30. 
Fifty-one of the first 121> homiddes in 
,,. 
the District this year occurred east of the 
Anacostia River. And Ell 
percent of the city's violent 
aime is committed within a 
mile of public ho11sing, ac-
'Cording to police statistics. 
In fact, killings in the 
District are now averaging at 
least one a day. Subsequent!~ 
the myth that murders occur 
in black neighbomoods is 
'fading with inany ~ 
moving to neighbothoods 
that are considered to be safe. 
Howevei; in subwban 
Washingto~ the murder rate 
remained stable when oom-
pared to last year's rerords. 
Mayor Sharal Pratt 
Dixon, who, during her 
mayoral cam~ pledged 
• . 
• 
• • 
• 
to decrease the~ within six l_!l.Otl~ 
said she believes the homicide rate will de-
cease when she is able to "restore some 
discipline'' to the D.C. police deparbnent 
She also plans to restructure and reassign 
some menlbe • s of the police deparbnent 
Dixon intet1ds to hold otheis accountable 
and awatd those who produce. 
The ?vfayor has also asked that more 
office•s walk their beats and more foot pa-
trols occur in the area e3St of the Anaoostia 
River and south of Pennsylvania Avenue. 
killed in the 
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As demands were not 
being met and frustrations 
heightened from 1989 to 
1991, student protests were 
seemingly commonplace at 
Howard Universi~ 
GaJlaudet University (for 
the Hearing-hnpaired) and 
the University of the Dis-
trict of Columbia (UDC). 
In the Spring of 1989, 
students at Howard Uni-
versity took over their Ad-
ministration buildin& Iltls 
action, according to 
Howard students, was a 
direct result of slow finan-
cial aide pnxessing, a lack 
I 
-
• 
of afro-centric cunicul~ GAUAUDET S1UDENTS PROTlSIED FOR 1HE FIRST DEAF PRESIDENT OF 1HE UNIVERSITY I 
and the appointment of Lee 
Atwater to the Board of Trustees. 
Student protestors and leaders say 
these were just a few of the complaints that 
" 
made students rea1i:re there was no other 
way for them to achieve what they desired 
Howard students were lead by April 
Silver and Ras Baraka who quickly oiga-
niz.ed the protest and met with f01111er 
Howard president James Ch~ as well as 
Jesse Jackson and Minister Lo11is Farrakan 
In September of 1990, students at 
,_..........~ ested the-as@stance of Howaid 
students in their efforts to obtain their de-
sired goals. 
Incidentally, Silver and Baraka, ooth 
members of Black NJ.A. Force played key, .. 
but anonymous, roles in attempting to orga-
nize UDC students.· 
Mi$pending of money by UDC ad-
ministrators, lack of aa:reditation for ce1 lain 
courses,andthepresence~seveiruBoard~ 
Trustee members, led UDC students to pnr 
test 
In additi~ students weie outraged 
when they discovered that "Dinner Party," a 
painting by artist Judy Chicago, would re-
quire a newly ret iovated 1ibraiy which 
would cost an estimated 1.6 million dollars . 
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PRESENTS • 
"AN OLD SCHOOL HOUSE JAM'' 
HOWARD - HAMPTON - AND MORE 
FEATURING·2 FLOORS OF THE HOTTEST DANCE MUSIC 
AND ONE FLOOR OF SMOQ.IH JAZZ RHYTHMS. 
. 
LACE:BOND STREET CAFE/ NIGHTCLUB 6 BOND STREET, N. Y. NEW YORK (BETWEEN BROADWAY &LAFAYETTE) 
IME : 9:00 pm - UNTIL 
.. " 
• 
-
DONATION: $10.00 w /INVITE $12.00 WITHOUT 
• • 
• 
Summer Storage 
Made Easy! 
Pick-Up & Delivery Service 
in Locked Individual Units 
(Please reserve NOW ! ) 
Or just bring your things to our facility 
175 R St. NE (Just off North Capitol St.) 
Washington, DC 20002 
-
Mon. - Sat. 8:30 - 6 582-1117 
• 
ROUNDTRIPS! 
LA/SAN FRAN 
LOHD !lN 
s :;03· ' 
•30 I 
PAR!S 
COPEHHAGEM 
STOCKHOLM/OSlO 
RIO/SAO PAULO 
TOKYO 
HONG KONG 
BANGKOK 
510 
620 
6ZO I 
7•5 
aoa I gzo 
1007 
• Al9•1& WorW.1d1 
• i.-Coll o ... w., fw• Anlbllle 
• 1111111cla,ll. f le11lll1 , Ch••••le 
• Ew allJMoalet ~ ..... ID C11•1 
•Som• Rt1v1ct1011 May -"•If 
• Call lor ffH lloOurt 
• o .. .,. Htw YOll _ 
r .,_ 1110llCI ro o:NllQll .. 111om nouc:a. 
Y&llCI ,,._l tu.-nd WCNIQll 'llll-
••or#td0tf¥ AOd S1llu 
The L~on'• Den 
of FIM Art 
HATS OFF!!! 
SPECIAL OFFER FOR GRADUATES 
15°/o Off 
oegrees o piomas cen hcates 
c ass phOtO et -
llU'ID a..,.. fFr 
~ ~ 
I 
CAREER 
Of'PORTUNITY 
• 
Are vou a detail-or tented lndhl dual with a degree In psvchologv, English. 
or a re lated 11Pld7 11 so. we hope )OU ' ll app l v for our pa i d wor l / tralnlng 
program that pr epa r es qualllled candidates for an oooortuottv t o begin an 
en t ry l e~• I, rrol et Iona I ca r eer with Ps)c l~FO. our In ter nal Iona I 
abst racting, indetlng , a nd electronic publ !cation service Offe red several 
tl~es each 'ear, the ne•t t r a ining progr a~ wll I begin la te Jul• at our 
~Arlington loc ation, a non-sl!IC~ lng office one blocK fr Olll Met10 For those 
progra~ graduates lllred Into stall pos itions. -.e oller COll'l'etltlve salar l e ~. 
oppor t unlt les 101 aO\ance~ent . and a c0111pr ehenSl\e benefits rrogram. 
In addi tion to 1 degree. qua I I I led candidat es wl 11 ha\e top s~ll Is In 
wr i tten £nglls11. 1110de11te t•Plng, a nd the ab ll lty to perform high I• deta l led 
work In a productron •~v lr~nment A •lnl•um o r two )ears directly rel ated 
exrer lenc:e Ma> t-e substituted for a degree 11 Interested please send your 
re<1ume with a C'o\er let ter r"ler enclng the training progr"l> to 
. ' 
An•tr:ll• 
Pl:ct•glc•' A ' I M •c >R 
Al IN : Human Resource? 
1400 N. Uhl e Street 
Ar I lng t on. VA 22201 
Ari Eaual Oppor t unlt' 
'''' matl~ e Ac tion fmplo)er 
SUNRISE 
AFRICAN 
GIF.I' SHOP 
641 FLORIDA AVENUE. N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001 
(202) 797.7753 
••The Cultural 
Education Center'' 
fJ()QKS - GIFTS 
Al:-RICAN CLOTHING 
J() '''o di\count t<> General Public 
_/ r; 0 'o di\co1111t to all .5tudents K'ith I. D. 
Mo & v ,, Residents CaU: (202) 797-7753 
,.. 
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MARION BARRY IS Nt:NI A PRIVA11 anzEN. 
For Mayor Marion Barry, 1990 started 
with a bang. Many predicted his fall from 
grace and it finally happened Although he 
escaped many other incidents 
relatively unscathed (reme11lber the notori-
ous finger inddeJlt),1990 was the year 
Marion Bany was finally caught (~ost 
literally) with his pants down. 
Just as he was about to announQ? his . 
candidacy for yet another tel ti\ in offi~, 
. .. 
Bany ~busted smoking crack oocaine on: 
January 18th at the Vista Hotel during a 
sting opuation. To make mattets worse, the 
entire incident was caught on videotape and 
soon displayed to waiting vieweis across 
the COlllltry. 
Following his attest, Bany tearfully 
admitted. to a " substance ab1 Jse" problem. 
He Wlderwent seven w.eeks of treatment at - · 
a facility in Florida before returning to the 
waiting ptess in the District. 
In February he was charged with five 
misdemeanor charges of cocaine posses&on 
and three felony COWlls of lying to a grand 
jwy about alleged drug 11se. 
The trial threatened. to tear the city 
apart as the arrest quickly became an issue 
of race. Bany cried that he was another vic-
tim of the federal government targeting 
black elected officials, while others said he 
simply got what was coming to him: 
Before the trial started up, seveial 
Howard Univeisity students, in~uding 
Howard University President April Silv~ 
rallied around Barry. 
"From a moral standpoint, we cannot 
cast Mayor Bany from our famil~" Silver 
said "Blacb have a tradition of putting 
family above anything else." 
Bany proclaimed his innocence 
throughout a month long hial which often 
took on the atmosphere of a media circus. 
Using a defense of entrapment, Bany con-
vinced a jwy to find him innocent of the 
more major collllts while thejwy was ham-
strung on some of the charges against him. 
Although he was still appealing a 
misdemeanor~ cocaine posses&on, 
which could net six moths in p~ Bany 
ran unsu~y for a seat on the City 
Council 
Bany made few comments on his 
substance abtise throughout the ordeal, but 
he did speak to The Hilltop twice during the 
past year. 
"f m not going to sit around and ay 
about it. rm not going to curse the darkitess 
• 
or bwy my head in the sand or go off some-
where. Not me,N Barry said 
• 
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1WO PaJCI CIR fb AmMPr 10 E4SIUSI A CROM> CF 1tMHS Wl1H 1EAR GAS ON 141H AND HARVA.'tD, KEN aANCE 
Following the shooting of a Salva-
doran man last Sunda~ the District enooun-. 
te~ two nights of intense rioting that liter-
ally paralyz.ed one section in the city. 
, The rioting began following the shoot-
ing of Daniel Enrique Gomez on Sunday. 
Gomez was shot by a female police offirer 
who said he lunged at her with a knife. 
Immediately following the shooting 
hundreds of confused and angiy Hispanics 
violently expressed ~eir anger and frustra-
tion over the shOOting. 
• 
Stores and cars were set on fire as po-
lice and aowd participants took to the 
streets and began a lllaS5ive riot which liter-
ally put the neighbothood of MoWlt Pleas-
ant under siege. 
The D.C. police depaittxtent atlentpted 
to cahn the violence by immediately dis- -
bursing hundreds. of offireas. 
Local networks attet11pted ~o quell the 
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incident by initially ca~ it as a dis-
twbance and not a riot According to net-
work officials, this was done in hopes of not 
causing others to participate. 
In the midst of the oontroversy was 
l\1ayor Sharon Pratt Dixon, who after a few 
months in office, was faced with her greatest 
test to date. 
· Dixon, who immediately atten1pted to 
patrol the area with personal aides, was as-
sisted when a sonnd ~to gun shots 
were heard. Reportedly, Dixon faced the 
worst street violence that hit the Washington 
area in years. 
On Monday, for just a moment, it 
seemed like the rioting would end But as 
the night grew Ion~ neighbomood resi-
dents realized they were in for at least one 
more evening of unrest. 
Throughout the night, tear gas filled 
the northwest area of Washington. Metrobus 
lines were reroute4 and residents had rest-
less nights beca11se of ronsistent helicopters 
circling the area 
Although stores wete damaged on 
Snnday, Monday marked an evening of 
intense fear as police and youths played a 
dangerous game of dodge all night. 
Qn Tuesday, a dusk curfew that was 
~ 
ordered by Dixon was enforced with over 
1,000 police officers in riot gear. AncL al-
though there were a few distwbances, they 
did not compare to the previous nights. 
Many~ were quiet and deserted I 
as b11sinesses boarded up their windows 
and prayed for a quiet· evening. Residents in 
the Monnt Pleasant area were ordered to 
stay home and reach their homes by 7 p.m. 
or face being. arrested and fined 
At exactly 7 p.m. police began arresting 
youths and at one point they fired tear gas 
into a aowd of youths who were rongregat-
ing on a oomer. As they fle<.i vehicles were 
set on fire. Howeve~ tear gas · 
were less frequent and b11sinesscs and resi-
dents were happy to see police once again in 
rontrol 
On Wednesda~ Dixon said the curfew 
was the best solution to restoring peace. 
Acmrding to police officials, officas 
Angela Jewell and Girsel Del Valle, who 
were on foot patrol, arrested two individ11als 
for disorderly conduct. They called for back 
up units and as they arrived a third indi-
vidual becam~ disorderly. While attempting 
to arrest the third person, one officer was 
assaulted by~ fourth individual. The third 
man, Gomez, was not fully handcuffed and 
it was he pulled the knife. 
Jewcl.L who is new on the police force, 
pulled out her gun while backing away 
from the third individ11al. She ordered him 
to drop the knife. He did not and she firecL 
striking Gomez in the chest. Gomez was 
taken to the Washington Hospital Center 
and was listed in aitical condition. 
The two day episode left stores and 
cars along Columbia Road and 16th streets 
with broken windows and a loss of thou-
sands of dollars. Police estimate departmen-
tal damages of over $600,0CXJ which includes 
13 damaged i;x>lice cars and 6 destroyed 
vehicles. 
Resulting from the two nights is a task 
force aimed at improving relations between 
the city government and Hispanics. 
B!JIJ! 
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DIXON WAS SUCCESSFUL ta I& BID FOR MAYOR FOR 1HE DISTRICT 
• • 
fll.E P'HOTO 
I 
The District of Columbia made history 
in November of 1990 when it elected 
Howard Univetsity alumna Sharon Pratt 
Dixon into the mayoral seat 
Dixon was victo1ious in a head-tcr 
head battle against fo1mer police chief-
tumed-Republican Maurice T. Tum~ a 
campaign in which she fervently promised 
to "clean ho11se" if elected. · ~ , ... ~ 
~' 
• 
Bany administration. As she entered the 
final weeks of the Democratic primary cam-
paign, in which she was opposed by five 
other candidates, Dixon received the en-
dorsement of The Washington P~t and be-
gan to command the attention of many 
District voters, although she was not the 
frontrunner. 
In Septe~ Dixon won the primary 
election and was considered a shoe-in £or 
mayor since, historically, the democratic 
candidate that wins the primary election 
goes on to sucx:eed in the getteral election 
The Dixon campaign for mayor · After two months of tough campaign-
picked up after the six month long FBI in- ing, the 46-year-old female defeated Turner 
vestigation and trial Of fo1111er mayor · by a landslide. 
Marion~ ended. Dixon, a native Washingtoniru'\ is a 
lltioughout the ordeaL Dixon was product of the DC public school system 
noted as the candidate most critical of the After graduating from high schooL she en-
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rolled at Howard, where she studied Politi-
cal Science. \ . 
During her undergraduate years, she 
participated in many campus organizations, 
including Alpha Kappa Alpha Soro1ity Inc., 
of which she is a menlber. Upon her gradu-~ 
ation in 196.5, Dixon went on to Howard's 
law Schoo], where she earned a Juris Doc-
tor in 1968. 
After law school, Dixon began serving 
the Washington community. She worked at 
the Potomac Electric Power Co. for 13 years. 
During her teI iure theie, Dixon rose from 
the position of general oounsel to vire-presi-
dent In 1989 she decided to run for mayor 
of .the District. 
Dixo~ who has a long histrny of fight-
ing for the rights of children, is not neW to 
the political arena. For 13 years, she was the 
DC Democratic National Committee 
woman and also seived as the treasurer 
from 1985 to 1989. 
Dixo~ divorced and the mother of 
·two daughtets, was touted as one of the 
underd~ in the mayoral primary. Her 
victory in the Septll election swprised 
many W ., but her ta aacity 
throughout the campaign garnered her the 
widespread support of District residentS. 
Dixon proved hetself to be a force to· 
be reckoned with when the election results 
reported her as the victor in the Nov. 8 gei i-
eral election. lmmedia~ the mayor-elect 
stepped to the podium at her victory rally, 
grabbed a broom an~ amid the cheezs of 
her suppo1 lers, shouted, "Let's clean ho1 ise! 
Let's clean ho11se!" 
Since taking the hehn of the city, Dixon 
has proposed new initiatives to redirect the 
Dishict' s failing school systei11. In additio~ 
she plans to reconstruct abandoned neigh-
borhoods and reduce ~e overwhelming 
crime rates. 
With all of these ai.ses staring at h~ 
she is more detennined to address the city's 
problems today than she was when she 
began her campaign. 
....... . .... 
. . . 
• 
-
Dixon was the 
. first 
THE HOWARD A1UM WIL IEM SPIAKER ON GUDUATION DAY 
•• 
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1he national dvil rights movement has 
beat pttttl:Upied the past year 
in a largely effort to enact new. 
dvil rights legislation to reverse a series of 
' 
• 
1989 Supreme Court rulings which have 
made it more difficult for minorities and 
'W'Olllen to gain redress for en iplo~ent 
discrimination. 
Under the pret1•ise that the Gvil 
Rights Act of 1990 was a" quotaH bilL Ptesi· 
• 
dent Bush lxcame only the second ptesi-
dent in U.S. histoiy to veto a major piece of 
dvil rights Iegi.slation. 
Although the~ explicitly states that 
-
. . ....... 
. ' 
in no way should 
it be oonstrued to 
support the adop-
tion of qu~, the 
Ptesident claimed 
that by requnmg 
b1 Jsinesscs to 
prove that theie is 
same legitimate 
reason why their 
work fo~ does not mirror the local popula-
tion of available workers, · will be 
fon:ed to adopt quotas to avoid costly law-
suits . 
lnstea~ the burden of proof now falls 
· upon the plaintiffs to prove that a cettain 
employer inteI1tionally discriminated 
against applicants, something which is 
nearly impos&ble to do. 
Another issue which has sparked 
debate has~ a provision which provides 
for victims of get tder · · · 
tion to collect the same damages 
currently afforded to victims of 
racial discrimination Bt1sinesscs 
have objected to this practice as 
being excessively costly. 
But although it has a~ 
peared until recet itly that the 
source of the veto was a disc1ep-
ancy between the interests of the 
civil rights community and the 
the interests of the b11siness com· 
munit)'t it now scett lS that Ptesi-
dent Bush and the Republicans 
have ult~or motives for oppos-
ing civil rights legislation · · ~~ .. 
In the meantime, the rights e_ 
of people of rolor and women 
rontinue to be violated on a regu-
lar basis by ett iployers. And the 
pos.Wilities for these people to 
gain redress in a court of law for 
the wrongS suffered by the111 
rontinue to be slim . 
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Stude11t Special: Now save 600!* 
} 
• lr1tJiviciLJ <:1I Wf1sf1er/cJryer 
• flrtl.ri<J r1<~w kitct1er1 
• f :LJll Cor11r11ur1ity Cer1ter & 
weigt1t roorr1 
• Park witt1 jogging trails 
• 2 4-f··l r n1 ai n t. g u a r a r1 tee 
• 
• 30-Day livir1g guarar1tee 
• 50°/o Rer1t/purct1ase r)lar1 
( ) If~ : J - r o 111l3 e ltw~y. tllke f'J ew I ltir1•J1~tlire Ave. four r11iles soutt1 to Easterrl AvP. . Left 
( ) f\ (~ f t illtJ_Jl\ n cJ. t P.ft ( )fl 1 f>tfl /\vP. . l.eft Orl Cypress Creek Dr. (J tyattsville) 
(301) 559-0320 
• C<1ll M C1rkelir1g /\ssociate for del<lils. 
MANAGEMENT 
EqtJal J lousing Opportunity 
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There' one sure way to ee 
your future go up an smoke. 
Do drugs. 
Last year aJone, Amenca's 
businesses lost more than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administering drug tests. If you 
fail the te t. you're out of a job. 
Them ssage is simple. 
Doing drugs could blow your 
whoJe education. 
WE'RE PUTBl8 D•S IJT OF •BS. _, 
' 
Partnership for a Drug-Free Amen'ca 
r 
Next year's pxesidential race pra:1•iM?S to 
be an interesting one for black vute1 s. ~ 
, are at least four blacks who are in a position 
to make a serious run for the nation's highest. 
office. 
After winning 7 million votes in the 
Democratic primaries in 1988, more than it 
took to nominate Walter Mondale in 1984 
and f unmy Carter~ 1980, D .C. Sen. Jesse 
Jackson remains the front runner~ the race 
for the Democratic nomination. Although he 
has not declared his intei tlion to nlI\ he has 
. 
maintained a high national profile and re-
mains more popular than ever. 
A l.OO(ly challenger to Jackson for the 
Democratic nomination will be Vuginia 
Govei11or Douglass VVilder. 'Wilder made 
history by becoming the first black govei 11or 
in the U.S. since Reconstruction and by do-
ing so in one of the nation's most conseiva-
tive states. Conservative and moderate 
Democrats are attracted by his message of 
fiscal conseivatism and social resJX>nsibility. 
Jesse Jackson and Doug Wilder are at 
the cei:--1ter, of a battle being waged inside the 
Democratic Party. Moderate and ronserva- _ 
tive Democrats have forced the Democratic 
Leadership CoWlcil (DLq which is seeking 
to pull the Patty further to the right 
The DLC s push for power reached 
new heights this week with their first full-
scale convention held in Oevelan<t Ohio . 
. Though Dou~ Wilder had the Op}X>rtu-
nity to address the aow<t Jesse Jackson was 
not invited and has opted to take to the 
sbeets of Cleveland in a rounter-convention. 
To his aedi~ 'Wilder urged the groups to take 
a strong stand in favor of civil rights and 
CCXldemned the decision not to invite Jack-
• 
son. 
On the Republican side, there is a pos-
sibility that on the heels of the Pexsian Gulf 
Wm; B11sh will pkkJoint Cllief of 54aff Colin 
Powell as his running mate. Powell, the 
nation's highest ranking black military offi-
cial, would replace a.urent Vi<E-President 
Dan Quayle, who is regarded by most 
Americans as unq1ialified to hold the office 
of Ptesident. 
• 
Polls have shown that most-Ameri-
cans would rather have Powell for.Vice-
Ptesident than Quayle. 'The ronservative 
Powell also rep~ts an .ideal opportunity 
to increase Repub1ican a~ibility in the -
bJack conunnnity without sanifidng their ... 
conservative and even reactionary agenda. 
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But only long enough to get moving! On Saturda~ 
May 11, the first three stops on the Metrorail Green Line 
will open. From there, you're rolling. Ifs just 12 minutes 
from U Street-Cardozo Station to Metro Center. Coming 
or going from Shaw just got faster and easier. 
Join us for an opening day parade, breakfast and fes-
tivities. At 7:30 a.m., The Rev. waiter Fauntroy will preside 
over the blessing of Shaw Station and then the parade 
begins. And at 9 am., ceremonies will start at U Street-
... 
' 
Une 
• 
Cardozo Station. All Green Line Stations will be giving free 
one-way rail ride coupons. And Metrorail will open at 
7 a.m. to get you to the ceremonies. ~ 
Metro offers special fares for senior citizens and diS-
abled people. Metrorail hours are weekdays 5:30 am.-
midnight Sat 8 a.m.-midnight Sunday 10 a.m.-midnight 
For more information, give us a call at (202) 637-7<XX>, 
TDD (202) 638-3780. And if you really want to get going. 
stop on Green. 
.-~ 
• 
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Africa moved into the 1990' s with a 
widespread movement acrosS the continent 
for democracy and human rights. Many 
Africans have come to view the full and free 
participation of the people in all phases of 
the development pr<:>Ce$ as an essential 
preteql ii site to Africa's economic rebirth. 
Most of the nations in Africa are ruled 
by militaty dictatorships and one-party 
states. Respect for dei1 iocracy and human 
rights has been low acrOss the continent, and 
many see this as a major impediment to the 
economic development of the African conti-
nent. 
Historically, these dictatorships have 
their roots in the European colonial regimes 
which ruled the continent until the 19«1 s. 
Faced with the demands of the African 
people for independence, many of the colo-
nial regimes, the United States, and even the 
Soviet Union were successful in arranging 
for puppet, neo-colonial governments to 
take pow~ and thus give the semblance of 
independence while still protecting the inter-
ests of the Northe111 JX>we1s. 
A new generation of African activists, 
led ui~y counhies by students, has be-
• gun to demand that they be allowed to 
ttrely and fully participate in the governing 
of their countries. They are beginning to sec 
that hue indepet idence means not only 
replacing white n1lers with black ones, but 
also changing the relationship between the 
people and the government such that the 
people rule the government and not the 
• 
other way around. 
In Zaire, there have been widespread 
upheavals among the students. This :May 
marks the first anniversary of the massac•e 
of hundreds of students by the Mobutu 
government at Lubumbashi University. <t: 
The students are fighting for the de-
mocratization of the nation which has been 
ruled with an iron fist by the dictatorship of 
U.S.-backed Mobuto Sese Se~ who came 
to power afrei· the assassination of African 
nationalist and fo1111er Zairean president 
Pahice Lumwnba. · -
In Kenya, the Moi regime has alsn 
been the target of anti-government p1otest 
The government, which has alsn enjoyed 
strong Westei1 i support, has detained much 
of the pro-den iocracy leadership and bru-
tally attacked peaceful demonstrators in 
Nairobi, Kenya's capital city. 
The U.S. Ambassador also became 
involved when he warned that Congiess 
may cut aid to the Kenyan government in 
resJXJnse to the abuses and was sllongly 
rebuked by Moi and the govemment-
owned p1ess. Congrt"'SS did temporarily cut 
direct govenunent aid last fall 
Other counhies have begun a mo1e 
peaceful nangtion to den1ocracy. Several 
West African nations such as Cote D'Ivoire, 
• 
Gabon, and Nigeria are a.urently in the 
process of dei1 icx:ratization. Southern Africa 
is also experiencing the growth of dei11oc-
racy in Moz.ambique, Angola, and Namibia, 
while Botswana has long enjoyed a rela-
tively stable den1ocractic political system. 
Overall# after a decade of decline and 
frustration, much of Africa looks forward to 
the new pos.sibilities for greater freedom 
dei11ocracy, developn1ent in the 1990' s. 
) 
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South .... ~·m continues as 
The past year has been one of many ups 
and downs for the struggle against apartheid 
in South Africa. The excitement and antici-
pation which greeted Nelson Mandela' s 
release from prison after nearly 28 years last 
February soon turned to disappointment as 
even he was unable to bring an e.'"ld to the 
violence which has plagued the black town-
ships of the country for the past several years 
and which has grown in intensity. 
Thousands of black South Africans 
have been killed and millions more tenor-
ized by black factional fighting which has 
occurred between forces loyal to Nelson 
Mandela' s African National Congress 
(ANq and Chief Buthelezi' s Inkatha Free-
dom Party. Although the fighting was origi-
nally concentrated in the Natal province, 
where Zulus loyal to Buthelezi have been 
fighting Zulus loyal to the ANC, the violence 
has now spread to the heavily JX>pulated 
Chris HanL head of the ANC' s mili-
tary wing, recently said in a speech here at 
Howan:L that it was his view that South 
African-backed men:enaries being rapidly 
put out of work by the recent agreements for 
areas in and around Johannesburg. multi-party democracy in Mozambique, are 
Most independent obseivets have merely being transferred to cariy out similar 
blamed the violence on Buthelezi., who has tasks of terrorism and sabotage in South 
long worked in close cooperation with the Africa as they had been doing for years in 
apartheid regime. Furthei111ore, the ANC Mozambique. 
has actually presented evidence that some of There has aJso been some good news 
the violence is, in fa~ bcing instigated by on the apartheid front howevei: All of the 
whites in black face seeking to discredit the major apartheid laws such as the Group 
anti-apartheid cat1se. They have said that the Areas Act, the Population tion A~ 
government is atte1npting to divide and and the acts segregating public fa · ·ties 
weaken the black rnovett ient while claiming have either been scra~ or are in pro-
to dismantle apartheid cess of being taken off the books. The repeal 
Mandela has met with Buthelezi to try of the-laws offidaJJy has not howevei; been 
to end the violence. He has also called on his actualired. 
own followers to" throw your .,xmgas [ma-
chetes] into the sea" But these actions have 
come to no avail as the violence continues to -
mount THE e HILLTOP 
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Consider This: 
• 
· Student Loans 
.. -;.'· 
I 
CALL THE WASHINGTON, DC RECRUITING 
,, OFFICE AT 1-800-424-8580 EXT. 2226 OR 
202-606-3940 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE 
TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE! 
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The Natlan'- lns~ltutes af Health ·(NIH) 
and 
· The Alcohol, Dru·g Abuse & Mental 
Health Administration (ADAMHA), 
world leaders in biomedical science, want you to stop by 
. their JOB FAIR tent and chect< out their incfl'dlbla Job 
opportunities. Bring your resume or a completed SF-171 
(Application for Federal Employment). If you're a 
qualified candidate, you could join the tea111 thats 
shaping the future of health care. Remember, 
oppaat••nlty Ilka this only knacks anca .. and an one 
dayonlyl 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
Saturday, April·27, 1991 
10AM to3 PM 
National Institutes of Health 
(Under the tent), RockviDe Pike & 
Jones-Bridge Road, at the Medical 
Center Metro. 
.. 
, . ; .. , . · · JOBS: ·.· Clerical, Administrative, Trade, 
~ ,_ . 
·· · . · . · · · . · . SCientmc, Nursing, Professional, 
• 
.. 
· ~ ·· and othersl 
• ~. • l. ; •. • INFO:. · (301) ~9&-0~71 
.,,.... . . , . . 
. .. 
. 
' . . "":.. 
~ 
~ 
' 
.  . 
' • •I.. • 
· . · · NlH ii. BP· Equal-~Qppartunity Employer 
• • 
. . 
... . . ,, ,• 
• 
• 
.·· Sign.language interpretation and raason~la aa:ommodatian 
· • far individuats with disabilities will be provided. 
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Homecoming 1990! From the Call to 
Chapel to the Pop Conceit finale, It was 
hyped as lHE Homecoming of the past 
several years. "Memories of the Past/ Visioru 
of the Future." It was going to be LIVE. .. 
I 
Howard Pageant did not help any. Beca11se 
of mix ups during the verification process, at 
least one of the contestants in the pagean~ 
Brooke Barrick, was disqualified at the last 
minute. 
"I was shockecL" Barrick said. "After-
And why not? Janel Jones, the chair- wards, I felt angry and cheated." 
woman of the Homecoming Steering Com- Barrick, who would have represented 
mittee, accomplished ~hat her predecessor.: . •he College of liberal Arts, was disqt.ialified 
had, for most part, been unable to do she beca1 ise she had not earned the 30 credit 
hours at Howard required to participate in 
got name acts. _Look who was headlining thE 
Gospel concert, none other than The 
Wtruµ15-1HE gospel group. And after year 
of rather lame perfon11ers for the Pop Con-
cert (no offense Stephanie and Noi;a) the 
Homecoming Steering Committee was fi-
nally able to bring an act to campus that 
could generate some type of excitement. 
None other than the reigning Rap group, 
Public Enemy. All was great! All was Beauti 
• ful! 
Yeah, Right! 
What would Howard University be 
without a few mix ups to make thing.5 inter-
esting. 
For one thing, the traditional mile-long 
lines for Homecoming tickets ceased to exist. 
With midtei11 t pressures mounting, studen~ 
weie a little less than pressed about spendin~ 
money on Homecoming tickets. So many of 
the tickets were still available the same day o 
the show. 
The confusion s1"illounding the Ms. 
~ 
the pageant. ~ 
Despite the shaky start, there weie few 
complaints as Nicole Sutherlan~ represent-
ing the College of Fine Arts, was crowned 
Ms.Howard. 
Sutherland ran away with the show as 
she thoroughly impressed judges during the 
inteiview and talent portions of the pageant. 
Howard 
\ 
ntswere 
• exc 
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tb1EcoMN; FtSllVllES .WERE CAPPED Off BY l1'I PRESENTATION OF M NEW Ms H6WA.m Ai M HoMEc0\1tG f001BA' I GAME. 
"I still can't believe it," she said. "lhis is 
the beginning of one of the most exciting 
adventures of my life!" ' 
It got even better from there. The Gospel 
Show was a smash. The Winans put on a 
show that went long into the night and had 
the University Chapel jumping. 
But the Pop Con~x:t did cat1se a few 
headaches before it was all over. 
It seemed Howard security was a little 
wary of Public Enemy's radical image and 
feared it might bring the wrong element to 
· the cam\,us. 
Because of the confusio~ the group 
----- wasn't-signed until the v.eiy last minute. But 
after much debating, they "brought the 
noise" to HU. ' 
The rest of the agenda we t more or 
• 
-
-
f 
less according to schedule. The Fashion 
Show, "Telesis," showed skin was in. The 
Greek Step Show made a long-awaited 
return to campus, but couldn't seem to gen-
erate the same excitement that it had in 
years past. . 
To tie things off, WE LOST the 
%$#@>% Homecoming game to North Caro-
lina A&T 33-12. Our first Homecoming loss 
in five years. 
wea some was gocxL some was ba~ 
but all in aa it was fun. 
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The '80' s saw the explosion of hip hop 
onto the musical scene- Grandmaster Flash 
and the Furious Five, Africa Bambata~ and 
-
the Sugarhill Gang brought hip hop to the 
door of the mttSic industry, Run-DMC brokf 
it do~ and Public Enemy stepped 
through. 
Ever since this music and culture called 
hip hop showed its face to the rest of 
America, it has gone through the many 
changes that often ronfront new music it 
has been 0011owed, stolen, commen:ialed, 
and attacked Hard! 
• 
In February, Howard held the First An: 
nual.Hip Hop Conference to disalS.S these 
• lS&les. \ ··-'-t -~ i 
DOUG E. FRESH Ai11NDED HOWA.'U>15 HIP HOP CONFERNCE, 
• I 
With all the changes that hip hop has 
gone through, its true meaning and history 
has become cloudy to some, even distorted, 
and some people never knew what hip hop 
was all about. 
HiI? hop was born out of Black 
America, and with all of its successes and 
failures, an es.5ential question still remains--
''Is hip hop doing the right thing for Black 
A...! • ?" ru1tenca. 
"Are Black people doing the right thing 
for Black America," answers Danyl 
Musgrove thetorically. 
The Manager of Special Marl<ets at At-
lantic Records in New York explains, "Hip 
• hop is the expression of the young, and 
while many young artists are trying to do 
the right thing, they' re not being guided by 
' 
those who've gone ~fore them." 
.. 
The idea of censorship is a hot topic-
especially the rensorship of hip hop-and 
Talaat feels that part of doing the right thing 
011 the part of rappers includes cwbing sex 
and violence in their music, especially with 
the problems of teenage pregnancy and 
Black on Black crime. 
"Rappers talk aoout their surroundings, 
and that's what they see," disagrees Special 
K of 2 Awesome Management in New Jer-
sey. " 
~pedal K adds, "For theQ most part, hip 
hop make us culturally aware and gives us 
an identify, but it's also free advice you can 
take it or leave it." 
The question of what £Up hop can do for 
Black America was summed up by Derek 
Dudley, founder and CEO of Militant Man-
agement, based in Chicago. 
Llke the others, he feels that R&B music 
has nqt done the right thing for Black 
America and that the responsibility now lies 
on hip hop. · 
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This academic year in music has been 
lret11endous. Music listeners have been in~ 
duced to an anay of talented new artists that 
have brought exdten tent and eneigy to the 
industry and have helped to create a lot of 
special memories for students. 
Sensatio~ artists like En Vogue, Tony 
_. Toni Tone', Janet Jackson, Mariah Carey, and 
Bell Biv Devoe have caived a spot in music 
histoiy. Rappers on the scene that made 
music history with either their new styles of 
rap or their funky dance steps were Chubb 
R~ MC. Hammer, and Monie Love. 
En Vogue is comprised of four beauti-
ful and talented young women who were 
definitely "Born To Sing." They enchanted 
us all with their acapella single "Hold On" 
and the music industry has been holding on 
• eversmce. 
The 31 s were no joke this year with 
their album Revival. containing hits such as 
"It Feels Good" and "It Never Rains In 
Southern California." They also set them-
selves apart from the rest with their trei tdy-
styled clothes. 
Janet Jackson, the semi-goddess of the 
music industry, reached the multi-platinum 
status with her album entitled Rhytlvn Na-
tion. At the American Music Awards, she 
won t:ruee awards for favorite dance artist 
and also favorite female artist in both pop I 
J:OCk and soul/ r&b. That made Jackson the 
only artist to win in t:ruee differertt fields .. 
, 
Bell Biv Devoe, the spin-off group from 
New Edition, led the pack of singer I rappers 
with their debut album, Poison. This album 
I 
won them two American Music Awards for I 
·New Artist in both soul I r&b and dance I 
Hurl 'Em. Mattel USA Toys has decided to 
make a doll in the image of this talented 
entertainer who is admired by children all 
over the country. 
One of the mcist pop11lar female rap-
pers to emerge this year was Monie Love. 
Monie' shit single, "In The Middle" leaves 
no one rap fan questioning 'where she atr 
categories. . • 
MC. Hammet; an Oakland raised 
celeq__rlty ~ho became larger than life in m1:1- . 
sic, swept the soul/ r&b and rap categories,1 
winning five awards at the American Music 
Awards for his album Please Hamer Doti 't 
TONY I 'ION. TCH, CY OF 1HE HOl lbl GIQ.-s ~ 1991 
.. 
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1990-1991 has been an exciting year at th· 
box office. Moviegoers have been challenge< 
with everything from the supernatural of 
Ghost to the gore of The Silence of the Lambs, 
and the blood-shed of New Jack City. 
Kevift Costner is another actor who 
released over 23 weel<S ago, acrording to 
Variety magazine, it has made $156,7~38 
dollars. But, the movie which has made the 
most this year and grossed th' third largest 
amount in the histoiy of motion pictures, is 
Home Alone. 
nus has been an exciting year for will be rei11einbered for his directing in 
Dances With Wolves. To say the least this 
m~ve was·wonderiul. The scenery was 
, many black directors like Spike Lee, Robert 
Townsend, and Mario Van Pebbles. Spike 
• 
magical, and many would agree that it was 
the first time America received a realistic 
pottrayal of the American Indian. Not too 
many people weie swprised when Dances 
With Wolves won the, Oscar for best picture, 
and Costner for best director. 
.. 
Dances With Wolves was another moviE 
that struck gcx:l at the box office. Since it was 
Year in Film 
Lee's, Mo' I3etter Blues, examined the lifestyle 
·of the jazz-culture, and provided a frame-
work from which moviegoers could explore 
the complexities and intricacies of male I 
female relationships. nus has become Lee's 
forte. 
Robert Townsend's The Five 
HeartBeats is a bhlt from the past and also a 
lesson for the future. After having been in 
the box office for three' weeks, it has grossed 
$5,187,676.-According to Variety magpzine, 
of all the movies that were directed by 
blacks-New Jack City has made the most. 
Mario Van Pebbles did an excellent job 
of directing New Jack City. The film was 
extremely violent and full of blcxxi-shec:L but 
it will be remembered for its realistic por-
trayal of the dnlg world. 1his realism was 
essential to the premise of the movie. The 
cinematography was terrific, and Chris 
Rock should receive an acclamation for his 
portrayal of a drug addict. 
However, this year moviegoers were 
introduced to a different type of maniac. 
One whose mere mention could send chills 
up one's spine, and fear and terror into 
everyone's dreams. Mover over Tony 
Perkins, who played in Psycho, and Jack 
Nicholson from The Shining, and make way 
'for Anthony Hopkins as Dr. Hannibal in 
The Silence of the Lambs. 
ICE T AND JUDD Nfl SON STAR 14 t..w JACX CITY 
• 
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Drama Students Produced Exdting Plays 
CAST OF CEREMONE5 ~ DARK OlD MENJ. 
There comes a time when one grows 
weary of watching the rise and fall of a rela-
tionship or a scandal or a career only on the 
silver~ but most college students can-
not afford the high prices of a ticket to a the-
atrical production. Fortunately, the drama 
deparbnentin the College of Fine Arts of-
fered theatre lovers a chance to sec a show 
for an affordable student price, usually cost-
~ ·· ing ap~ximately five dollars. 
During the fall semestei; the depart-
ment was busy preparing for the production 
of Ceremonies In Dark Old Men, which cer i-
~ered around a black family evenh1aJJy tom 
, apart by selfishness, lack of communication 
and illegal activities in an effort to make "fast 
money." By the time the moral of the play is 
- -
reco~ it is already to late for one family 
membei; who is murdered in the end 
The spring semester brought with it 
• • 
two plays. In February it was Black Images, 
Black Rejloctions,which was a historical 
chronicle of achievet11ents by black Ameri-
cans from all walks of life presented 
through song, dance, and dialogue. Breaks 
in the play weie made to give more details 
about some individ11aJs. It alsn included a 
tribute to some who are no longer living. 
During Marci\ Dtw11girls was per-
fo1111ed. It told the story of three black 
~ 
women in a singing group and their slow, , 
but gradual rise to fame and stardom after 
their initial discovery at the Apollo theatre in 
New York During the course of their ca-
reers, they had to deal wi!fl the exit of one 
membei; the addition of anot:het; and con-
flicts of interest in tenns of who would steal 
the sp:>tlight and their trials-withal~ than 
ethical manager. 
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Howard ladies relunctantly packed 
their favorite summer shirt from Limited 
Express this past summer as the chill of fall 
and winter crept on Howard's campus. 
They were almost in tears as they pacWed 
those orange,~ and other colored over-
.'· 
• 
sized t-shirts with the huge shoulder pads 
and drawsbing in the waist and those body 
dres.5eS away in their trunks . 
But the winter only brought on more 
~wstrin~1 It seemed as if anyone who 
bothered to buy a new er wool 
coat bought one with a hocxi and draw-
string. Women especially had a variety of 
colors to choose from, because almost eveiy 
Sixties styles were popula with stu ..... ~ ts this year 
--
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/ 
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RENISA~ 
ile were 
ring and r-
ingonthe -
rclerline of 
- spring/winterl some 
. fa h·l 
·genius , s ion mo-
gul decided to bring 
back the funky and 
someti1Des scandal-
ous of the 
'60s 
deparbnent store had the roats in stock as 
well as the ever-reliable Limited. 
Most of the men put their bJazers away 
this season and got back to basics. The rule 
this winter was Tunberlands, Champion 
sweats, jeans and corderoys. Howard men 
dressed more relaxed and comfortable this 
• 
year then they've dressed in years. 
The men were comfy, but you can 
always depend on Howard women lo pick 
up the slack. If they were not wearing the 
hcxxied roat with drawstring, they were 
wearing the polished three-q1 iarter wool 
coat with the butterfly co11~ some hooded, 
' 
and wraped \.vith a belt-no buttons or 
zippers allowed. Leggins' came back with a 
splash, and women were wearing them 
with long sweaters and riding boots. Unfor-
tunately, there was no one fashion item that 
everyone just had to have this academic 
year. Women pretty much carried their own 
style and often settled for last years styles. 
While students were teetering and 
tottering on the boarderline of spring/ win-
• 
' 
ter; some genius fashion mogul decided to 
bring back the funky and sometimes scan-
dalous look of the late' 60s. Primarily, female 
students are catching the wave.of the up-
dated look with wild and zany printed cloth 
headbands, colorlul leggin' s, trapeez.e 
dresses, flower power t-shirts and jewelry, 
clunky shoes, sequined sandals, and some 
very funky hats. 
Some ladies just can't get with it and 
stick to their slacks, silk blouses, and pum~ 
but the real fashion die-hards are digging 
futo their pockets and buying frosted lipstick 
and daisy-shaped~· the fashions 
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Ad.mist all the homewor~ exercising. 
exams, and chillin' on the yard- students 
serious alx>ut having a good time found a 
few hours to take time out and party for an 
evening during the weekend 
Once questioning the longevity of the 
Ritz Nightclub because of the s~ct ~ 
code enforced for its patrons--students 
finally convinced the owners to set aside a 
until that fateful day when they rouldn't take 
it anymore and closed the club down. The 
saga continues Anastasia night got moved 
to Chicago's, near Dupont Circle, and the 
beat goes on. Suggestion: Be prepared to 
party with a quite diverse a:owd on Wednes-
day or Friday ruihts at Chicago's. It is not 
Anastasia's revisted. 
Howard must have been in the mood 
This Year's Hot Spots 
Provide Escape om Aca • lCS ·. 
' 
. 
• 
• 
night for a c.asual jam. Although it was a 
good idea, most Ritz partygoers feel the 
need to look the part and~ to impi:ss 
anyway. So what was the point? During 
homecoming, the Ritz hosted a very suc-
cessful and veiy aowded bash. Suggestion: 
Try the Ritz out on Sunday nights and Fri-
day night happy hour. 
to invade Georgetown this yeai; beca11se 
there was also a new SJX>t from time to time 
called Tommy Wong's and several other 
names each new party host gave it. Sugges 
tion: Enjoy yourself here when you~ be-
cause it is not a hot SJX>t every week. , 
Someone decided they were "steppin' 
in hotter this year'' because instead of play-
ing reggae or rockers at the usual house 
parties, they rented a place called The Base-
ment and decided to charge some real 
' money to dance to those rockers favorites. 
Although the club is suitably titled-The , 
Howard would not be what it is with- Basement-people do not seem to mind be-
out certain individt1als who make a living ca11se the place usvally stays packed (de-
throwing parties for es.5entia11y the college pending on who is throwing the party). Sug-
aow4 and so the new hot spot of the year gestion: H you don't mind the heat and the 
was Wednesday nights at Anastasia's. 'This color grey everywhere, check the place out 
club is familiar to anyone who treks down only when there is some talk about it and a 
to Georgetown for a late shopping sp:ree or half-decent flier being passed around . 
to catch a movie. It has all those colorful Old faithfuls like Takoma Station on 
disco lights in the windows and it is above , Thursday live jazz nights and lhe Chapter 
the clothing store Bantlana Republic. mare still hanging in there, but let's say a 
These jams were invitation only and a final goodbye class of '91 to hang-outs gone 
~to imp~ affair: Music was old·schoo but not forgotten: The Oubho11se, The 
style and the a:owd was always live, but as Eastside, la Pena, Sutton's garage, Slowe' s 
the weeks went by, those invitations in- lobby, and the friends' ho11se parties who 
creased in numbe"1fid lost the pretty greetl -~ didn't make the long·haul to graduation or 
envelopes that accompanied th~L The for that matter sophomore year! 
a:owd got larger and the police got deepe~ 
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LEADERSHIP FOR THE MASSES 
> 
TJI£ Jt'ff/jl ~' L 'U'I'LJ'lff, S'E'JU'ES 
(j'l.l'EST: ~jl ~OU~ 
HIP-HOP A'l 1'1'8 [RDBBROAEB: SEIZING 
'IHE CUL WiJRAL INl'l~A'llvE 
FROM KEMET TO CAMPUS 
--~- ----- - -
-.._,-, F ... 
l ' ..... ... .. ._ ...___.._..._ - 'ii I.. ,. ' --, r ' ~ ... ,. .. - -
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N uu,x,r ON APRIL SILVER. 
S~ ON THE 1990-91 BOMARD UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION, 
1/1. WOOLD LID: TO TBA!m TD STAl'I' , FACULTY AND 
MINISTJlATION FOR TBl!IR SUPPORT . 
NS EXTEND OOR DEEPEST APPRECIATION TO TBOSE 
m:LPED TO MAD TBIS YEAR A SUCCESS - TSE STUDENTS 
BOWARD tn1IVDSITY! YOOR LOYALTY AND SACRIFICE 
NEVER BJ: l'ORGOT'l'EN! 
LIFE IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS 
guest : Kenneth Gamble 
JAZ % ANll POE'IR y eEalEe 
!l' 
" LIVE TO ntOW BETTER" 
PEACE 
' BLESSINGS 
.. 
COMMUNITY DAY 
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION EVENTS 
' 
WOMEN IN SPORTS FORUM 
••· •ecce.a. •~•e• . _ 
""\ 
MOUIE NIGHT: UPTOWN SATURDAY 
NIGHT 
& 
CAR WASH 
TAKING THE CAMPUS BY STORM: PART 
1&11 
BUS TRIPS SUPPORTING ATHLETICS 
COUNTERING THE CONSPIRACY 
TO DESTROY BLACKMEN . 
GUEST . DR . J KUNJUF·U . 
.. 
.... . 
TIME T<> l't,1-:AN H<>llSF.: R . \Ll4\ ' <>N THf.: 
YARD 
STUDENT Boni.ES I . SU.PPOR. 'J BLACX. 
COLLEaU" M.ER.CKAND'LIE 
.. 
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Coach Steve 'Wilson has a 14-8 recont in 
.• 
his-first two years 
1990 Record: 6-5 ove1a11., 3-3 in the 
MEAC 
Highlights: The team began the ason 
with five straight victories, including a pair 
of thrilling wins over Southem and S.C. 
State, in overtime on the road. Due to a host 
of injuries and lack of depth, the ~ll; n 
dropped five of the final six gam to finish 
6-5. The defense was ranked among the 
nation's best in pass efficiency defense (No. 
3, 84.10 rating) and total defense (No. 5, 272.8 
ypg). Led by fres1unan punt return r Gruy 
Harrell (No. I in nation, 16.0 ypr), th Bison 
finished third in the nation in punt retwns 
(13. 6 ypr). 
"Anytime you start th ~ ason th 
way we did and end the way w did it can 
be considered a dissapointment ... but w 
came upon.injuries and ... we had nod pth," 
said Wilson. "We are head d in th right 
direction," added 'Wilson~ 
MEACFirstTeam(4)-Jr. TNigel . 
Greene, Sr. LB Kenneth Newsom , Jr. CB 
Walter Price and Brian Taltoan; MEAC 
Second Team (4) - Sr. PK Gaty M p, Sr. 
RB James Carpentei; HarreIL and Sr. DE 
Gazy Willingham. 
. In 1991 the Bison hav 11 gan' ed-
ulecL jncluding first-time encount with 
Big East member Temple and NAIA na-
tional-champion Central State (Ollio ). 
Howant which finished 6-5 in 1 . ), 
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Starts-5-0, 
~t6 
opens the season September 7 agalt:lst 
Fayetteville State at home. other home 
') 
opponents include Florida A&M (Sept.14), 
South Carolina State (Sept. 21), Central State 
(Nov. 2, HOMECO~G) and Towson 
State (Nov. 9). · 
In addition to Te111ple (Sept. 28), the 
Bison are scheduled to travel to Bethune-
Cookman (Oct. 12), North Carolina A&T 
(Oct. 26), Morgan State (Nov. 16) and Dela-
ware State (Nov. 16). 
Howard will also take on Alcorn State 
,in the prestigious Circle City Clas&c in India-
napolis on qctober 5. 
Date 
September 
Ti1ne 
7 .. 
14 
21 
Fay tteville St. 
*Florida A&M 
-S .C. State 
Temple 
Washington, DC 
- Washington, QC. 
Washington, DC. 
Philadelphia, PA 
l:OOp.m. 
l:OOp.m. 
l:OOp.m. 
1:30p.m. 28 October 
5 
12 
19 
#Alcorn State 
Bethune-Cookman 
Open 
Indianapolis, IN 4:00 p.m 
Daytona Beach, FL 7:00 p.m. 
• 
26 
November 
2 
9 
16 
23 
*N.C.A&T Greensboro, N.C. 1:30 p.m. 
%Central State (OH) t 
Towson State 
• *Morgan State 
*Delaware State 
,. 
Washingto~ rx: 
Washingto~ rx: 
Baltimore, ~ 
Dover, DE. 
•Mid·F.astemAthleticConfe.renceGame 
- ·1 #Circle City Classic 
%HomecomingGame 
l:OOp.m. 
l:OOp.m. 
1:30p.m. 
1:30p.m . 
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IV\EN'S BA SKF I BALL 
8-20 
• 
Head Coach - Butch Beard I~ Record: 
' 
8-20 overalL 7-9 in the MEAC · 
• 
The team had a slow start the first half 
of the season (1-15) as they attempted to 
adjust to Beard's uptemJX> style. They ended 
the year on a positive note winning five of 
their final seven. Howard finished sixth in 
the conference and were competitive in 
.... 
almost eveiy ~ test 16 of the 28 games 
were decided by 7or1~ points. Unfortu-
... 
natel~ the Bison lost 13 of these games, in-
cluding 9 by four points or less. They lost to 
Delaware State, 95-93 in the first round of 
the MEAC tournament. 
• 
p • 
• 
WONlEN'S BA SKF I BALL 
8-20 
Head Coach - Sanya Tyler 1990 Record: 
S.:20 overalL 5-9 in the MEAC 
Th lady Bison regist red th ir worst 
record (8-20) since the 1983-84 season (7-20). 
The team lost two-time all-MEAC per-
fo1111er Karen "Wilkins after eight garrtes due 
to academics. Th~ string of five straight 
winning seasons and three consecutive 
MEAC tournament titles came to an end as 
they lost to Maryland-Eastern Shore, 58-45 
in th first-round of the toumam nt. 
MEAC First Team (1)- Sr. G Felicia 
Oliver; MEAC All-Rookie Team (1) - Fi: F 
Annette Lee 
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".nting Yau minor S-,.,. 
TENNIS 
Head Coach-Lany Strickland 
Men's 1990-91 Record: Fall-1-5 Spring- 5-7 
Women's 1990-91 Record: Fall-1-3 Spring- 2-9 
The men's team has won two of its last three 
matches and finished second at the MEA~ Cha,mpi-
onships in Ta11ahassee, Fla. They had won four 
straight MEAC championships. Mason Harru won 
the No. l singles' title. The women's squad just fell 
short of winning its third straight MEAC title it 
was edged out by Florida A&M 19--18. Angi 
Mcllwain, Stephanie Johnson and Nicol Tu · 
won the No.1- 3 singles' titles, respectively. 
Mcllwain and Johnson alsncaptured th No. l 
doublesaown. 
SOCCER 
1990 Record 9 8 4, Head Coach: Keith Tu1~ 
The team played well down the tret h to . 
post a 4-1-2 mark in its final . ven gam t7'pro\'t 
the final overall seaseh record to 9.S 4. lt nlM t 
team's third straight winningse~ n. 
VOl•fVBAll 
• 
19Q() Record 16-20 ovcralL 8-0 in the 
The S<.1uad fell short i11 rcpc~ ting ~ 
Champions \vhe11tl1ey1 s to Fl rida A& .. l it1 tl 
se111i-fin,us 9f ~he Ctln fcrencc toun1amt: nt. 
"I U1mk tl1at tl1i~ was a' liifferent' , '1'\ 1id 
head coach Linda Spencer. "~Ve 11, d a groui"' { l)t 
players) that were half scnio~, half undercl, ssn1c\tl, 
and we struggled to bret over th hill.u 
BASEBAii 
Head Coach- Chuck Hinton ~1 n' 
Record: 11-33-1 
1 1 
Highlights: The squad truggled m 
.st:asol'\ losing in the first two rounds of th 
Baseball Championships. 
• 
'- >•-
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NG 
H d Coach-Dexter Brown 
The team finished the season 5-7, including 
\vin over Moreho11se and Towson State. Squad 
co. most valuable players Mike Houston (100 Butter-
fly) and Christopher Gayle (50 Freestyle), who set a 
E w pool records this year, led the way. Amber 
Goldon was the MVP of the five-member women's 
\mit. 
\NRESIUNG 
1990 Record: 2-12 overall 
• I 
Th Bison struggled through m~t ·of the 
seru;on. ult was a tough season," said head coach 
Paul Cotton. NWe had 14 matches in a 30 day 
riod. But O'\ rall I saw some good things, and I 
aill optomistic about next year." 
MEN AND \NOMEN 
CROSS COUNIRV 
AND IRACK 
H ad Coach- William P. Moultrie 
(Cross Country): The men's squad placed 
'11d at th MEAC Championships. 
Th \V men' unit failed in its bid to win its 
tlurd ~traight conference title as they placed third. 
CT11 :l Track): Th men'_ team finished fifth 
t tl1e ~ E C h1doo1 Championships, and the 
,,. tl\ •11 ' ''e1-e si th. 
(Oiltdoor Track): the men placed fifth at the 
c 11f~1 11c championships in Tallahaesse, Florida, 
, llli th '' 0111 n \Vere sixth. 
·· 0\ rail f r the Howard track program, it 
''' a , gey arinthefi lcl'' nidMoultrie. 
" TI1e)' maxitl'lized th ir potential and did an excel-
1 11t job. Ho\V ' ' r, we are n t tified with the 
perf om1ru1 on the tra~ but we are in the class-
1 111.1' (12 tra ~thletes were named scholar 
thl ) 
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Condoms are in vouge. 'With Aids and 
other multiple sexually transmitted diseases 
J\UUling rampant in the 90' s, Contraceptives, 
partirularly the "old reliables" found then1-
selves in great demand. 
"Sex Topics" a~ the nation ranged 
from the introduction of the newly released 
contraceptive Noiplant, to the sex:>n to be 
released female condom to the controversial 
rating of 40 popular latex condoms. 
HU students often had a variety of 
• • .v questions concerrnng condoms, ranging 
from "Just how good are condoms for pre-
venting sexually transmitted diseases?'' to 
"How often do condoms break?'' 
_ A November stu conducted by the 
editors of Consumer magazine tried 
to answer some of those questions. 
According to CmlSUmer Reports 
,condom manufacturers said they get one of 
two consumeP complaints per million 
condoms sold--and not all involved break-
ministration (FDA), the sale of all condoms 
in the United States have to meet standanis 
developed by the American Society for Test-
ing and Materials, which governs condoms 
in terms of elasticity I elongatiol'\ thickn~ I 
thinness, tensile sb:ength, and leakage. 
Cwrently three tests are being used to 
test latex condoms; they include the microbe 
solution test, the water test, and the airburst 
test. 
age. . Because condoms require no prescrip-
Another JX>P' 1lar question among HU tion and there is rio age limitation for pur-
students was--When condoms are intact, cl1ase, condoms can be sold anywhere 
just how good are they? , .(~u11"\ drugstores and family-planning clinics 
In principle, latex condoms can be close to vending machines. 
Consumers should be aware of places 
,,,}1ere supply may have been damaged by 
11ea) or direct sunlight, or where supply is 
too old to be sterile or reliable. 
to 100 percent effective. Under a scanning 
eledi-on microscope, the surface of a latex 
condom appears somewhat bumpy but 
shows no pores. When sltetched, the latex is 
continuous and pore-free. It won't let watet 
on~ of the tiniest of molecules, filter through, 
according to Dr. Ruth Mallory of Planned '- Most co~dom packages are st;'1mpcd 
Parenthood of America. 'vitl1 a manufacturing date, and those witl1 a 
spc1,nidde contain an expiration date. 
"The AIDS virus has been isolated in all 
bcxiily fluids and tl1e mucus membranes," 
, . 
Mallory said. "The most common earners 
are blood and semen. Condoms are an effcc-
. 
tive baniei; but they cannot protect what 
they do not cover or if Used only casually." 
According to the Food and Drug Ad-· 
1 I 
-· 
. 
" If ston..~ under 11or1rtal co11dition , 
condorns can last more than h'\'O y ars," 
Malloxy said. "Try to keep them (co11do111S) 
iI1 tl1eir 01iginal boxes so you k.nO\'\' \Vh 11 
tl"lcy were made." 
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' Smokers-on your marl<, get set, 
Stop!. .. Smoking that is. 
The American Cancer Society's "Great 
American Smokeout" campaign in mid-
No'\"ember was a nationwide event to per-
suade smokers to quit smoking for 24 
hours. 
In 1990-1991, the smokeout featured 
ads that turned the "glamorous" image of 
smoking inside-out. 
Instead of the gorgeous, sophisticated, 
-SMOKERS ON~ SAID MY Of IEN BEGIN SMOKING~ HIGH SCHOOL 
• 
r 
• 
\ 
seductive, model used so often by tbbacco 
' ,, 
companies, the smokeout' s ads featured an 
Hispanic female model "disfigured" by 
smoking, 
"We are hoping it [the campaign] will 
break through the clutter on 1V and .. make 
an impression on the young people," said 
Stisan lslrul\ national director of Broadcast-
ing and Advei t ising for the American Can-
cer Society (ACS). 
According to Islam, by graphically 
showing the internal damage caused by 
smoking, these ads will fon:e smokers to 
confront the d ge they subject them-
selves to eveiy da they smoke. 
The AG:S is reaching out more 
agg1e;.sively to the population most tar-
geted by the tobacco companies women 
and minorities. 
"This year's' Great American 
Smokeout' ads were more hard-hitting 
than in previous years and are designed{o 
move people to action, motivate the1n to 
seek help in quitting smoking and, ulti-
mately, help them to save their lives," said 
Islam. 
The Surgeon General warns that quit-
ting smoking now greatly reduces serious 
risks to your health. · 
Besides whiter teeth, fresher breath 
and cleaner lungs, there are n1orc rcnsons 
to quit smoking. ACcording to a report 
released by the Surgeon General Antonio 
C. Novello in Septembe~ the l;>encfits of 
quitting smoking arc many. · 
AccorciinS to the report, smoke-re-
lated illneSses ca11se more than one out of 
six deaths in the United States; howevei; 
the risk of these problems begins to decline 
as soon as the smoker quits. 
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PHYSICIANS~ EATING VEGETABl!S FOR A LONGER LIL 
How many of us REALLY eat right? 
Unfortunately African-Americans today 
may not always maintain the proper diet, 
as a result of the inoeAsing pressures of 
jobs and everyday life. 
The face of nutrition has changed in 
this past year. 
Vegetable and fniit eating has in-
creased, along with a decreased conswnp-
tion of red meat. 
Eating vegetables could be the single 
best thing you could do for your l:xxiy, 
experts say. Nutrition researchers today 
are finding that vitamin-rich foods, like 
vegetables, may allow you to grow older 
without growing ill ~ "" 
Garlic, the malodorous yet much-
•• 
/ 
. ' 
loved herb, may help ward _off cancer. 
In a study by the National Cancer Insti-
tute (NCI), researchers in China and 
Italy found that people who ate a lot of 
garlic had less stomach cancer than 
than those who ate little or no garlic. 
And preliminary animal studies show a 
garlic-rich diet may even inhibit a vari-
ety of other cancers. 
But according to NO biostatisti-
cian, William Blot, ''It's too early to 
make recommendations to the public." 
Eating red meat-beet lamb, or 
porl(--may more than double the risk 
of developing colon can~ according 
to a recent Harvard University study. 
The researchers fonnd that 
women who dine daily on red meat are 
2 1I 2 times likely to develop colon 
cane~ the third most common fatal , 
cancer for wom~ than those who eat 
red meat no.lllOre than once a month. 
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It's Time 
To<J>lay! 
' IN ASSOClAflO N WIT H 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Visit your Intran1ttral or Recreational Sports 
Deparb11e11t and sigt1 up today! 
CHEVROLET· PONTIAC· OLDSMOBILE 
BUICK·CADILLAC·GMC TRUCK 
m --~  ® lk l1 ~@ ~ .. m - • -....;: .-......... .1.' 1t"rw1 ia Mi"tO'" ~h.1'•"Q ""''' 'utur ,. .. 
Ot°" 
DONT BE HASSLED BY 
.~HOUSING THIS SUMMER .1;n'. 
Make the Smart Move! 
• 24 Hl)Ur ~.\ ht\_,..'\:-ltm 
• ~turtd Rt xl"\t:d Parkm.., 
'pJu:' A\.1 .:ibk 
• HtJtH1~ : )l 'Im~ 
, lndl\·1du.1lh l omn)lkd \ 
• \\ Jll-To-\\ .111 C.arpcun~ 
• f ulh l quiprx·d K1tlhen~ 
• On-'Hc L1un<ll\ fa 1h11e.., 
• Grlal \ t '' l'f Dl 
thn)ugh 'PjLlllU' \\ 1ndo''" 
• .1hk I\ .\' .ubhle 
MOVE IN NOW 
AND RECEIVE 
ONE MONTH FRE.E!! 
(Offer Ciood 1hru May 15) 
ACTNOW . 
CALL 202•265•5359 
n. rrf:l'I I~,. ---...., 1::;:1 :" 'r 
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C 0 N G R A D U L A T I 0 N S 
TO JUSl DO IT 1991 
INIRAMURAL BflSKEfBALL CHAMPIONS 
• 
- --
0 STlJDENT~'PARENTS'FAC t.:LTY @ 
ARE YOU THROWING 
AWAY MONEY? 
Q REALTY ca n s hO\\' y o u ho \'' 
O\\'ning can cost less th<t n renti ng. 
Take advantage of a free 
consultation (no obligatio n) to see 
hO\\' our unique progran1 can 
benefit vou. 
, 
CALL lJS AT (202)328-6400 TODA 'r'. 
.. I l I t 11 I\ I I I 
1616 7th Street, N\..Y 
J 
J Washington, D.~ 20001 
(202)328-6400 FAX:(202)328-0675 
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